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SECOND INTERIM OPINION 

• 1. IN'I'RODUCTION 

Summary 
Sierra pacific Power Company (Sierra Pacific) sought base 

rate relief in Application (A.) 59894 of $5,6~2,OOO for its electric 
service in Colifornia. In Decision (0.) 92897 dated and effective 
May 5, 1981, we awarded partial relief of Sl,533,800. This decision 
awards base rate relief of $3,2~~,UUO for the 1981 test year, but 
this increase is offset.by an energy cost adjustment clause (ECAC) 
reduction of $4,146 ,OUO (test year oasis). T."le net result is a CQnbi~ SYStEm 
average rate decrease of approximately 3% ($857,000). This, in turn, 
results in rate decreases for most customers other than residential 

ratepayers with minimum usage. 
Rate design changes include authorization for a late eharse 

on bills 4S days or more overdue. "Second homes" remain ineligible 

for lifeline. 

_
History of A.S9894 (base rates) 

0.92897 reviews the history of A.S989~ as follows: 
"Sierra Pacific filed this application on August 21, 
1980. A prehearing conferene~ was held in San Franciseo 
on August 29, 1980, and hearings were held on seven 
dates in September, November, and December 1980, 
including afternoon and evening hearings in Tahoe Vista 
l1nd South Lake 'I\~,ho¢ on September 29 and 30 {all before 
Administrative Law Judge Meaney). Because there were 
cert~in problems regardin9 ra~e design testimony and 
exhibits, further hearings on this subject were held on 
February 2 ane 3, 1981. 

"During the December hearings Sierra Pacific requested 
that the case could be split into two phases. ~he first 
phase decision would include the relief to be awareed 
without the addition 0: the valmy coal-fired plant to 
the rate base ('without:valmy') and the secone phase 
decision would add the remainder of the relief to be 
awarded with Valmy on·the line ('with Valmy'). Valmy 
is expected to begin operoting on or about October 1 
of this year. The staff stated, on brief, that it 
preferred one decision on all issues but that it would 
not oppose bifurcation." 
Approximately twO dozen persons, some representing orsanizations, 

~testified at Tahoe Vista, and a smaller number appeared at SOuth Lake 
Tahoe. The testimony almost exclusively concerned rate design issues 
and will be covered in the section of this opinion dealing with rate 

desi9 n• 
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D.92987 dealt with rate of return and all items affectin9 
rate relief expense items except for one which is the largest - the 
addition of the 250 megawatt (MW) capacity first unit of Valmy to 
the rate base. This bifurcation of rate relief was at the utility'S 
request since Valmy would not be placed into operation until October 1. 

Because of the relatively small amount of relief awarded 
in D.92987, we applied the increase on a uniform cents per kilowatt
hour basis and reserved rate desi9n issues for our final decision. 

Issues relating to ener9Y conservation and employee discounts 
were also reserved. 

There is still no final result in the dispute between the 
U.S. Internal Revenue Service and The ?acific Telephone and Tele9raph 
Company regardin9 formulas for determining tax trea~~ent of accelerated 
depreciation and investment tax credit. We will make the same rate 

•

calculations that we used in our interim decision, with rates subject 
to refund (see 0.92987, slip opinion p. 2). Summaries of Sierra 
Pacific's results of operations, before and after the addition of 
Valmy, follow. 

The Economic Recovery Tax Act (Act) became effective on 
AU9ust 12, 1981. To comply with'the'normalization provisions of the 
Act, Sierra Pacific made certain recalculations of depreciation 
and rate base subsequent to the submission of A.S9894 and reques~s 
us to specify that i~ shall use the normalization method of accountin9 
specified in Internal Revenue Code Section l68(e) (3) (B) to remain 
eli9ible for certain tax benefits under the AC~. (This decreases 
the test year revenue requirement by $6,000, which is too minimal 
to adjust rates.) 

The Commission and the parties to A.S9894 were notified 
of this request in a letter by one of the attorneys for Sierra 
Pacific dated October 6, 1981. However, we wish to afford all parties 
ample opportunity to respond to Sierra Pacific's ~osition and address 
other effects the Act may have on test year income taxes. Therefore, 

~we will set additional hearings for this limited purpose. 

-3-
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• 

Two tables follow. The first shows test year results without 
Valmy, the "adopted" column reflecting the results found reasonable 
in D.92897. The second table su~~ari%es test year results with the 
addition of Valmy_ 

Item -

RESOLTS OF OPERATIONS 
TEST YEAR 1981 WITHOUT VALM'f 

Staff Utility Adopted 
(Dollars in Thousands) 

Revenues S11,958.7 $ll,980.8 $11,829.9 
Expenses 

Production 473.0 473.0 473 .. 0 
Transmission 89.0 89.0 89.0 
Distribution 797.0 797.0 797.0 
Customer Accounts 735.4 735.4 734.9 
A & G 1,083.6 l,083.7 1,083.l 
Customer Service 64.3 64.3 64.3 

Subtotal 3,242.3 3,242.4 3,241.3 
Depr. & Amort.Exp. l,951.0 1,951.0 1,951.0 
Taxes other than on Income 6l3.9 6l3.9 613.9 
State Corp. Franchise Tax 19l.3 192.8 18l.8 
Federal Income Tax 1,357.0 1,366.0 1,302.6 

Total Expenses 7,355.5 7,366.1 7,290.6 

Net Operating Revenues 4,603.2 4,614.7 4,539.3 

~te Base 40,622.6 40,622.6 40,064.0 

Rate of Return 11.33% 11.36% 11.33% 

NOTE: This and the following table show utility 
estimates after Sierra Pacific accepted the staff's 
showing other than rate of return (see, generally, 
our interim decision in this application, D.92987) .. 
Thus, utility revenues exceed staff's because 0: 
difference in rate of return, ond federal ond state 
~~hes ~!~O re~leet r~te of re~urn difference. The 
"adoptee" colu-mn s!"lo'N'S lower revenues because of the 
exclusion from rate base of S558,586 for fuel oil 
inventory in accordance with D.93374 dated August 4, 
1981. (Compare rate base figures, above). This 
note also applies to t~e table which follows • 

• 
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Item -

RESOLTS OF OPERATIONS 
'rEST YEAR 1981 WITH VALMY 

Staff Utility Adopted 
(Dollars in Thousands) 

Revenues $15,149.2 S15,181.7 S15,020.4 

Expenses 
Production 645 .. 0 645.0 645.0 
Transmission 89 .. 0 89 .. 0 89 .. 0 
Distribution 797.0 797 .. 0 797.0 
Customer Accounts 747.7 747.8 747.2 
A & G 1,073.2 1,073.2 1,072.7 
Customer Service 64.3 64.3 64.3 

Subtotal 3,416.2 3,416.5 3,415 .. 2 

• Depr. & Amort .. EX? 2,349 .. 7 2,349.7 2,349.7 
Taxes other than on Income 702.1 702.1 702.1 
State Corp. Franchise Tax 364 .. 1 36,6 .. 4 354 .. 6 
Federal Income Tax 2,438 .. 4 2,452 .. 1 2,384 .. 0 

Total Expenses 9,270.5 9,286.8 9,205 .. 6 

Net Operatin9 Revenues 5,878.7 5,894.9 $,184.8 

Rate Base 51,886.9 5l,886 .. 9 51,328 .. 3 

Rate of Return 11.33% 11 .. 36% 11 .. 33% 

See note to previous table • 

• 
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History of A.60860 and 
Other ECAC Adjustments 

A.60860, filed Septemb~r 3, 1981, may b~ processed ex parte 
(without hearin9s) because it involves a decrease in the ECAC portion 
of the rates. The staff has examined Sierra Pacific's ECAC 
calculations and finds them to be accurate. 

Since the filing of A.59894, Sierra Pacific's ECAC has 
increased twice (0.92709 in A.5991S, dated February 18, 1981 and 
0.93374 in A.60246, dated August 4, 1981). These increases placed 
the utility'S ECAC factors at the follOwing levels: 

Residential lifeline 3.820¢/kWh 
Residential non1ifeline 5.3l9¢/kWh 
Nonresidential 5. 264¢/kWh 

The present ECAC application (A.60860) requests a reduc~ion 

•

to be effective concurrently with the installation of the "with 
Valmy" base rates. ECAC factor reductions are proposed as follows: 

• 

Residential lifeline 3.l26¢/kWh 
Residential nonlifeline 4. 352¢/kWh 
Nonresidential 4.l3l¢/k~~ 

This amounts to a total ECAC revenue reduction of 
$1,382,000, or a system average of 12%. The estimated four-month 
effect on classes of customers is as follows, assuming existing 
base rates: 

Class of Service 
Domestic Service 
General Service - Small 
General Service - Medium 
General Service - Large 
Irrigation Service 
Streetlighting 
Public Authorities 

Total 

Revenue Decrease (000'5) 
For 4 Months Commencin9 

October 1, 1981 
$ 721 

311 
246 
100 

1 
2 
1 

$1,382 

-6-

Percent 
Oecrease 
11.29 
11.50 
12.98 
13.59 
11.37 
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• 
~he principal cause of the reduction is the greatly 

reouced purchased power needs resulting from the installation of 
valmy, but also during the previous ECAC perioo we have been 
amortizing an undercollection balance of Sl,250,000. 

The annual effect of the four-month ECAC reduction is 

$4,146,000 • 

• 

• 
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II. CONSERVATION AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT 

Conservation Issues Generally 
The staff analyzed Sierra Pacific's conservation pr09rams 

in consioerable depth (see generally, Exh. 19). The application 
included only Sl13,389 for the test year for conservation prQ9rams: 
however, this was an error. Sierra Pacific's work papers showed 
an amount of S168,34l, of which the staff recommendeo a1lowin9 
$162,441. The major issues in this area concern not the amounts 
but whether Sierra Pacific adequately pursued conservation 90~ls 
or whether, as the staff reco~~ends, the utility should be penalizeo 
for fai1in9 to do so. We will analyze the individual prQ9rams 
and then discuss the issue of penalty. 
Sierra Pacific's Programs 

Bob J. Lewis, manager of administrative services for Sierra 
.pacific, testified that all conservation prQ9rams must demonstrate 

cost-effectiveness and that the value of the energy saved will pay 
for the cost of installation over a reasonable period. He said that 

• 
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• 
since 0.886601/ Sierra Pacific has oeveloped a n~mber 0: programs, 
~nder the following general goals: 

• 

• 

1. Develop a so~nd data base on which to form 
concl~sions and determine what types of conser
vation programs should be developed for 
residential and commercial needs; 

2. Develop promotional material for conservation 
programs which can be ~nderstood and followed 
by the average cons~mer; 

3. Develop a staff which is knowledgeable and 
capable: 

4. Select media for comm~nicating conservation 
ideas which are economical and effective; 

5. Establish an ongoing research and development 
program which can expand and improve conservation 
activities: 

6. Develop a conservation hardware program which 
will directly market conservation devices: 

7. Ensure that all programs meet the Objectives of 
cost-effectiveness; 

Dated April 4, 1978 in Sierra Pacific's Application (A.) 57076. 
A previous decision in that application had adj~sted Sierra 
Pacific's rate of return downward by 0.15% because the utility 
made no affirmative showin9 on conservation. 0.88660 restored 
the f~ll ret~rn after Sierra Pacific made such a showing. The 
programs comprising Sierra Pacific's conservation efforts at 
that time consisted of (1) informational programs for the consumer, 
(2) home energy audit program, (3) retrofit insulation program, 
(4) conservation hardware progr~~, and (5) total energy conser-
vation home ("TECH") program. Sierra Pacific estimated its total 
five-year cost at $325,691, or $65,138 per year at an average 
cost per customer per year of $2.20. The staff reviewed the 
program, and the staff witness testified that Sierra Pacific 
haa presented a comprehensive energy conservation program which, 
(accoraing to 0.88660, p. 4) "if vigorously and cost-effectively 
carried out can result in significant energy savings ••• " The 
staff recommended that the program be carefully monitored for 
contin~ed cost-effeetiveness and modified as necessary. See, 
generally, 0.88660 and Exh. 15 through 27 in that proceeding. 

-9-
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• 

• 

8. Institute an insulation financing pro9ram (loan 
guaranteed by the company) which is effective and 
ensures the customer ooth quality and good price~ 

9. Retrofit 75-90% of the insulatable dwellin9s 
makin9 up the company's electric space-heating 
customers by the mid-1980's to bring them up to 
minimum thermal efficiency st~ndards; 

10. Work with various 90vernmental agencies to ensure 
that adequate building standards are developed 
which are energy efficient~ 

11. Work with architects and contractors to familiarize 
them with energy efficient building techniques~ 

12. Work with buildin9 suppliers and home improvement 
and hardware dealers to ensure adequate supplies 
of energy efficient buildin9 and home improvement 
products; 

13. Establish a reputation as a clearinghouse for 
information which the customer can depend on for 
advice and assistance; and 

14. Help insulation and buildin9 contractors and other 
suppliers develop effective associations to protect 
the customer and reputable businessmen. 

The witness then outlined the programs designed to achieve 
these 90al~. (The following is condensed from Exhibit 1.) 

Energy Audit. This program was started in 1978. 
been mOdified so that electric space-heatin9 customers are 
systematically by direct mail as well as by bill inserts. 

It has 
contacted 
The audit 

is used as a means of sellin9 the company's retrofit ~ttic insulation 
program. In 1979 Sierra Pacific contracted with Enercom, Inc. to 
provide customers wi~~ in-eepth energy audits. Also in 1979, the 
utility revised its financin9 plan to make 8% loans available for 
reinsulatin9 to the level of R-38. 

Associated with reinsulation is an incentive program 
(authorized in D.90308, Case (C.) 10032), consistin9 of installation 
of water-heater olankets and low-flow shower heads • 

• 
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• 
Specialty HardwDre. Cert~in inexpen:ive conservation devices 

are merchandized by direct m~il (set-oack thermostats, fluorescent 
lampe, etc.). 

Building Standards. In 1979 Sierra Pacific published a new 
set of building standards incorporating innovations in thermally 
efficient residential construction. 

Consumer-awareness Program regarding energy-efficient 
appliances. 

Employee Energy Conservation Program. The company states 
that since the start of this program in 1971, the majority of its 
employees' homes have been retrofitted with insulation and conservation 
oevices. 

"Do-it-yourself" Insulation ?ro<;ram. This was a special 
program for Portola and Loyalton, in the northeastern portion of 

•
its California service area where the winters are severe. Insulation 
was provided at cost to as many homes as possible over a two-weekend 
period. The campaign was entitled "Stop the Great Escape" and was a 
jOint undertaking of Sierra Pacific and the Plumas Sierra Electric 
Co()perative (Coope·~ativ·e). Sierra Pacific has, approximately 1,600 
residential custome~s in the area· and Cooperative has approximately 
1,500. Ninety-eight of Sierra Pacific's customers participated, 
although this included many 0: those who most needed insulation. 

Sierra Pacific considered whether such a program would work 
in the Tahoe Basin, and finally decided th~t i~ would not because 
of the high percentage of second homes and rentals. Witness Lewis 
also testified that of about 5,000 space-heating customers in the 
Tahoe Basin, about half own dwellings which cannot be insulated, at 
least without major reconstruction • 

• 
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• 
Central Weatherization Center. Sierra Pacific, Southwest 

Gas Company, and CP National Corporation have jointly established this 
center to determine which company is providing space heatin9 for a 
partic~lar dwelling. The ener9Y audit is then referred to the correct 
company. 

Sierra Pacific selected seven years as its period for 
determining cost-effectiveness of the program, because as witness 
Lewis stated: 

"Seven years is a national statistic. The average 
homeowner moves or relocates on an average of every 
seven years. The new owner mayor may not continue 
to employ the same conservation techniques as the 
previous owner. Therefore, seven years was determined 
to be a reasonable duration for the life cycle 
calculation." (Exh. 1, p. 18.) 

•

Staff's Analysis 

The staff's exhibit (E~~. 19) comprehensively analyzes not 
only Sierra Pacific's proposed test year conservation programs, but 
also the utility's "capitalized conservation activity", meanin9 voltage 
regulation, small power production, and certain other capital expenditures. 

The following table from Exhibit 19 shows the development of 
Sierra Pacific's customer service and information programs: 

• 
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Sierra pacific Power Company 
~~ 
1~ 

customer servico and Information (eR&t) Expenses 
~ 
<1\ 

Recorded 1978 and 1979, Esti~ated 19aO. 
0 

and Test Year 1981 

G.lnel 

·1980 Increase Increase Increase 

p .. o~ram ~stl~i~cd Over 1979 Ovor 1980 Over 1979 

T.iT (br- (e) (f) (h) ---n-)--

1 In{or~atlon Program $15,624 $21,873 $ 25,998 19\ ~ 45,800 76\ 109\ 31\ 

2 Home ";ncr~\y Ana lysis 7,595 19,936 45,119 126\ 49,600 10~ 149\ 34\ 

) Retrofit Insulation 2,022 6,489 8,999 39\ 13,400 49\ 101\ 9\ 

4 lIanh",re 5,435 6,508 13,978 11S\ 15,400 10\ 137\ 10\ 

5 TEen Home 535 514 113 24\ 0\ 

6 m·:R I\ppl lance 110 1,000 2,461 1<16\ 2\ 

1 lIome Service 6,100 4,198 a,311 99\ 10,900 30\ 160\ 1\ 

8 commercial 4,021 4,1\16 10,067 128\ 11,000 9\ 149\ 1\ 

9 Pl'ogram Totals $42,038 $63,994 $114,245 19% $148,561 30\ 132\ 100\ 

10 other est.1 29,190 31,111 19,78\1 

11 CS&I Total $11,225 $95,105 $168,341 
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• 
Staff witnezs Erian Schumacher commended the utility for 

some of its customer service and information programs, but pointed out: 

• 

1. None of the low-cost devices (such as shower 
heads and heater blankets) are used as incentives 
to have a home energy analysis completed. 

2. The number of home ener9Y a~dits appears to be 
dropping each month while the cost per audit is 
increasing. Restorin9 the volume of completed 
a~dits could lower the cost per audit. (Assuming 
productivity could be restored to the average 
of the three years prior to 1981, 4S6 audits 
could be completed in California for the test year.) 

3. Sierra Pacific should reduce costs of the audits, 
which for 1981 are 149% higher than 1979. 

4. Sierra Pacific's attic insulation (retrofit) 
program is promising but reported results are 
lacking. Sierra Pacific was the only utility that, 
for 1980, reported writing no 8% loans for 
insulation (see Exh. 19, Table 4-3). In October 1979, 
Sierra Pacific changed the program by offering to 
include incentive bonuses of low-flow shower heads 
and heater blankets, but only one installation of 
each item was reported 12 months later. 

5. The low-interest insulation loans, specific-
ally ordered by the Co~~ission, have not been pro
moted. A review of Sierra Pacific's advertisin9 
shows that none of the materials contain the words 
"low interest" or other appropriate lan9uage. Nor 
was there information about the incentive terms.~/ 

6. w~ile the utility estimated a total of 120 retrofitted 
insulation jObs through June 1980, all were owner
financed. Other than the special program in Loyalton 
and Portola (the "do-it-yoursel£~ promotion mentionee 
earlier) the company's activity seems restricteo to 
recommending more insulation after a home ener9Y 
audit. 

2/ 'The staff also originally criticized the company for not applying 
for a zero-interest finance program. This was remeoied by the 
filing of A.60S87 on May 20, 1981 • 

• 
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• 

• 

7. The TECH program (see footnote 1) has been 
discontinued. 

8. The ener9y-efficient appliance prosra~ 
(informing customers of savings resulting 
from purchasing newly designed appliances) 
has not been pursued actively. 

9. Sierra Pacific is increasing the scope of 
its co~~ereial and industrial energy audits 
(the staff's exhibit determines that ~ large 
budgetary increase is reasonable) but there 
is little quantitative information about 
energy or cost savin9s. 

10. The staff expresses considerable COncern over 
the utility'S cost-effectiveness evaluation 
of the various prosrams. The staff believes 
that Sierra Pacific should be tracking each 
prosram, not the aggregate. In ~.88660, 
supra, the Commission specifically ordered 
Sierra Pacific to monitor each segment for 
effectiveness and to file quarterly reports. 
The filed reports have included only one or 
two programs and have reported savings for 
the others as not measurable. (This is 
developed in detail in Exh. 19, Chapter 4, 
Section G.) 

The above items concern consumer-related programs which are 
expensed. In Chapter 5 of Exhibit 19, various eapitalizee items are 
analyzed. A summary of the analysis follows. 

Conservation Voltage Regulation. The staff exhibit commends 
Sierra Pacific for this program, which lowers and stabilizes voltages 
and improves system reliability. The staff estimates that between 1980 
and 1985, the'MWs saved will inc~ease' from 4,600 to 36,000. 

Streetlight Conversion. This consists of encouraging 
customers using outdoor lighting (there are about 1,400 such customers) 
to switch from incandescent to fluorescent or sodium vapor lighting
The company reported that all new installations are sodium vapor, but 
there seems to be little evidence of conversion activity • 

• 
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• 
Cogeneratio~. Sierr~ Pacific believes that, after 

investigatio~, cogeneration is not cost-effective in its California service 
are~s because, as mentioned in the staff exhibit, there are only four 
industrial customers, none large. The staff exhibit makes no particular 
reco~~endation although it notes that one well driller near Sierra 
Pacific's territory had contacted the utility about cogeneration and 
no interest was shown. 

Similarly, the exhibit notes that Sierra Pacific had not 
yet responded to a rancher who proposed a 50 kW hydroelectric generator 
on the Truckee River in Alpine Cou~ty. 

Geothermal and Solar. Lastly, the staff favorably reported 
on Sierra Pacific's solar and geothermal energy programs. The value 
of solar is limited by trees which f~!quently shade reSidential 
rooftops, and by snowfall which covers the reflectors. However, Sierra 

411racific is studying, together with McDonnell Douglas Astronautics, the 
possibility of replacing one existi'l*l9 fossil-fueled boiler at its 
Fort Churchill plant with a "solar power tower". 

Geothermal investigations are being conducted jOintly by 
Sierra Pacific, Pacific Power & Light Company, Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District, and certain other participants with no California 
service territories. An assessment phase is in progress to determine 
how cost-effective production of geothermal power would be in this 
area. The efficiency of geothermal sources is determined ~y the 
temperature ~nd purity of the steam, and this can only oe known by 

tapping the unexplored heat sources. Thus, there is a financial 
iisk. 

The staff exhibit indicates that negotiations with steam 
prodUcers should result in about 10 MW on line in 1982 and 50 MW two 
years later. Sierra Pacifie's 20% share of cOSts should total about 
$150,000 in 1980 and 1981. If the first lO MW generator is ordered, 
progress payments woulcl be about Sl,OOO,OOO • 

• 
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In conclusion, the staff exhibit st~tes that Sierra Pacific's 

conservation programs which eo not concern direct customer cont~ct are 
"more than aeequate" (Exh. 19, p. 5-8) and terms Sierra Pacific's 
energy-savings efforts with such programs as "vigorous" (id.). 
Sierra Pacific's Response 

In summary, Sierra Pacific answers the staff's criticism of 
some of its programs as follows: 

• 

1. The company did promote the 8% financing plan 
throu9h various mailers, and the ener9Y auditors 
discussed the program with customers. However, 
the Tahoe service territory is made up of many 
houses which are either second homes or used as 
rentals. Rentals are in high demand so that 
there is no pressure from tenants on landlords 
to insulate. 

2. The same problems have slowed the reinsul~tion 
program, but some progress was made. The 
utility'S 90al was to reinsulate 75-90% of the 
dwellings capable of being reinsulated (about 
2,900). Notwithstanding the difficulties, 
about 940 reinsulated. 

3. The TECH pr09ram was pursued by way of distribution 
of literature and information to customers and 
contractors. 250 to 300 informational responses 
were made, but the company recei7ed little feed
back on them. To the knowledge of the company, 
a few homes made use of the information (such 
as orienting the home to make proper use of the 
sun) but "economics" rather than energy conservation 
seems to dictate construction methods. Also, 
construction has deClined. 

4. Sierra Pacific also pursued a program of low
cost reinsulation for its employees. About 100 
employees live in California; approximately 65 
have been retrofitted with insulation. 

Additionally, witness Lewis stated in supplementary prepared 
testimony that the utility had taken the following action since our 
O.8S660: 

• 
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• 

• 

"1 •. Th'e staff 'of the Conservation Department has 
been upgraded and increased by 75%;' 

"2. Eight specific conservation programs have been 
defined, which are responsive to customer needs. 
These programs are contin~ally monitoree to 
insure they are cost effective and satisfy 
customer needs. 

"3. We have been able to identify specific energy 
conservation markets through a series of surveys. 
This has enabled us to develop an effective 
co~~unieations program on vario~s conservation 
sul:>jeets. 

"4. We have taken advantage of the opportunity to work 
directly with this Co~~issionts staff and have 
made significant progress in quantifying the cost 
effectiveness of our conservation programs. 

"5. During the past two years, we have developed an 
aeeountin9 system that allows us to readily 
identify conservation expenditures by jurisdiction 
as well as by specific program. 

"6. Through our survey techniques we have identified 
that 944 space heating customers have reinsulated 
their homes over the past 2~ years, which 
represents approximately 42% of that customer group. 
Considering that our billing records indicate 54%, 
or nearly 3000, of our electric residential space 
heating customers live outside our service area, 
the number of re-insulation jobs just mentioned 
is indicative of how effective our conservation 
programs have been. 

"7. Durin9 this time period 6 direct mail pieces were 
sent to our space heating customers solicitin9 
energy audits, announcing our special financing 
program, ineludin9 the special 8% interest rate 
allowed by this Co~~ission. All of these direct 
mail pieces were supplemented by bill enclosures 
and a variety of media advertisin9. 

"8. 562 home energy auaits have been conducted during 
this period, which represents about 11% of all 
electric heating customers in our California 
service territory • 
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"9. Also, we have successfully merchandized 

a total of 3400 conservation hardware items 
such as s~tback thermostats, water heater 
insulation jackets, low flow shower heads, 
fluorescent lamps, etc." 

Lewis emphasized that after making weather adjustments, the 
average use per customer continues to show a downward trend of 22% 
since the full implementation of the customer service and information 
pr09rams. (Savings from items such as voltage regulation must be 
added to this percentage.) 
Discussion 

The staff actually proposed two methods of revenue adjustment, 
the first alternative bein9 a 0.18% penalty against rate of return, 
and the second being the allowance of $64,300 for conservation expenses 
while at the same time enforcing a stipulation on the company's part 
(Tr. 845) to expend sums on a monthly basis so that the annual 

.expenditure would actually amount to $162,441. 
A rate of return adjustment is not appropriate. This 

record demonstrates a considerable turnaround in Sierra Pacific 
performance re9arding consumer-oriented conservation programs. The 
staff's showing estaclishes that certain individual programs have not 
been initially successful. MOst particularly, retrofitting of 
insulation has proceeded slowly and the 8% loan pr09ram was a failure. 
At least some of the problems with these pr09rams are traceaole to 
the nature of the area (many rentals and second homes, and many 
builoingz which cannot Oe retrofitt~a economically). 

The utility measured tne total conservation result of its 
effort at 22%~ but it has not yet developed ade~uate techniques to 
determine which of its customer pr09rams are cost-effective. (The 
staff also questions the 22% total but introduced no evidence t~ 
rebut it., 

1his record does not show that Sierra Pacific has failed to 
pursue conservation goals. A rate of return reduction is strong 

.medicine, which we do not hesitate to prescribe when necessary, but 
there should be some showing amounting to consistent mismanag~ment or 
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• general aisinterest before earnings are reducea. And while certain 
programs are not yet successful, it should oe remembered that we have 
askea for many new ana innovative p:ograms over the last few years. 
Under the cireumstances, it is not fair of us to view the total effort 
with 20/20 hinasight vision and to reduce earnings because three or 
four individual approaches "fail" (i.e. are not cost-effective) when 
the overall effort is successful. 

Furthermore, the staff's approaeh separates the consumer
directea conservation effort from programs in other categories which 
have pronounced long-term energy-savings effects. This may have resulted 
from certain recent decisions (cited elsewhere) emphaSizing our concern 
over the airect-to-consumer programs. But these decisions do not mean 
that we should ignore a utility's over~ll performance. 

The very next chapter of the staff's report (Exh. 9, Ch. 5) 
lauds the company for its "vigorous pursuit of energy savings" through 

•
diversifYing power sources, and a well-conceived voltage reduction and 
regulation program. The enlightened and progressive attitude of the 
utility in this area should be considered. 

But while this record does not demonstrate either that Sierra 
Pacific generally lacks interest in pursuing conservation goals, or 
that there is general mismanagement of the programs, we are swayed by 

the staff's plea that conservation program expenses must oe properly 
tracked by adequate survey techniques, for the utility'S benefit more 
than our own. This will assure that if a program fails, it is revised 
or discontinued within a reasonaole time • 

• 
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e 
Because of the need to improve in thiz area, we will 

recognize the proposal mentioned above reducing the amount to be 
recovered by $98,104. We will also adopt a specific staff disallowance 
of $5,900 for the Home Service Program because it has changed to 
fulfill several goals, some of which are unrelated to conservation. 

However, it is not reasonable to require Sierra Pacific to 
carry out its conservation programs as proposed while not allowing 
adequate compensation in rates. Therefore, we will allow Sierra 
Pacific to recover the S98,104 by a showing that the conservation 
programs contained in Sierra Pacific's application are cost
effective. This will require an advice letter filing that adequate 
tracking techniques exist to assess the costs and energy savings 
of each program. If we are satisfied with Sierra Pacific's showin9, 

ewe will allow Sierra Pacific to increase its base rates by $98,104, 
through a supplemental decision. We emphasize that the point of 
this action on our part is not that every program must always succeed 
to be allowed, but that reasonably efficient monitoring of the 
programs should be established. 

We will require that sums found reasonable for consumer
oriented conservation programs be accounted for separately to assure 
that funds allocated for that purpose are expended for it • 

• 
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I I I. Elwl?LO'iEE D I SCOtJNTS 

w~ specifically direct~cl the staff to analyz~ the effect 
of eliminating employee discounts. 

The staff's energy conservation exhibit devotes a chapter to 
this subject (Ex~. 19, Ch. G). Sierra ?Acific has eliminated discounts 
for management employees. A 50% discount rernainz for employees covered 
by the collective bargaining agreement with International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers Local l2~S (IBEW 12~S) . 

. The exhibit shows that the value of the employ~e discount 

•

increased faster than the consume: price index since 1975 clue to increases 
in cost of energy to the consumer. Staff witness Monson attempted 
to estimate cost-effectiveness of eliminating employee discounts by 
determining price elasticity of energy, using various studies from 
professional journals. The conclusions varied widely. The average 
of these studies produces an elasticity factor of minus 0.58 (meaning 
that elimination of employee discounts would cost an estimated 
S.e6¢/kwh saved (Exh. 19, p. 6-3)). Sierr~ ?acific's estimate of the 
marginal cost of developing acditional kilowatt-hours from existin9 

plant is ~. 46¢/kWh, although the staff b¢liev.es that ~ar9inal cost of 
generating ~ner9Y from coal-fireo plants can be as high as l2¢/kWh. 

Staff witness Mefford presented a separate analysis in the 
rate desi$n exhibit (Exh. 17, p? 4-5 and ~-6). Mefforo notes that 
Sierra Pacific's discount is generous; Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company's, for example, is 25~ rather than 50~. He requested ~ bill 
analysis and received the following for 1979: 

• 
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Aver~ge Consumption 

kWh,Mon~h 
.Employee~ 

No. of Perm4nent Exc~ Averbae . 
~ifeline.Cbte~or~ Em2l~ees EmE1~ees Resi~ents Amount Percent 

0-1 (A) Basic Only 29 584 483 lOl 21 

O-lCB) Bcsic with Electric Space 
Heating None 935 

O-l(C) BbSic with Electric Water 
He~tin9 20 893 853 40 5 

0-1(0) Basic with Electric Space 
ana Water Heatinq 15 1,608 1,426 182 13 ..... 

Tot~l 6~ 

At least for 1979 the table demonstrates that employees used from 
5% to 25% more electricity than nonemployees. This section of the 
rate design exhibit originally contained a reco~rnend~tion that the 

~mplOyee discount be terminated, but it was deleted at the request 
of the staff on the basis that the energy savings as a result of 
eliminating the discount are not quantifieQ. 

Both Sierra Pacific and IB~N 1245 criticize the formula 
development by staff witness Monzon in Exhibit 19 as based on 
too many theoretical considerations which are untested by applyin9 
them to any ~ctual study of usage patterns. IB~~ 1245 also points 
out that the analysis concerns all Sierra Pacific employees who live 
in California, although there is no longer a discount for m~nagement 
em~loyees. (See, generally; IB~~ 1245's opening brief, pp. 35-40 
and its closi~9 orief.) 

• 
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IBEW 1245 also extensively argues that we may not 

simply eliminate employee discounts by our"direct order, 
citing the O.S. Con~titution's Supremacy Clause (Art. VI, S 2); 
Gibbons v Ogden (lB24) 9 ~~eat. 1: and various u.s. Supreme Court 
cases on the conflict between state law and the National Labor Relations 
Act, notably San Oiego Bldg. Trades Council v Garmon (1959) 359 US 236, 
which states (pp. 244-245): 

"(T)o allow the States to control conduct which is 
the subject of national regulation would create 
potential frustration of national purposes ••• 
~~en an activity is arguably subje~tO section 
7 or section e of the Act, the States as well as 
the federal courts must defer to the exclusive 
competence of the National Labor Relations Board 
if the danger of state interference with national 
policy is to be averted." 

e=ertain cases concerning interstate versus intrast.ate rates ate also cited. 
There is apparently no case concerning a state regula~ory 

co~~ission's (or a state legislature's) power to regulate ener9Y 
conservation by terminating employee discount rates, and the staff 
regards the cases cited in IBEW 1245's brief as not in point (see 
staff's closing brief, particularly ~~algamated Transit Union v Byrne 
5GB F id .1025 (~d Circ,: 1977j in which the court' found., ~hat the' governor 

_ ,,' of' New Jersey" s announce~.ent that .:the s~a~e woul53 quit subsidiz:it:l9 
private transit ~anies if t."'le unions insisted on re-..aining an "uncapped" cost-of
living clause was ~ not an unlawful interfereflCe wi th colleeti ve oargaining.) 

Concerning California law, Ie~~ 1245 cit.es Pacific Tel. & 
Tel. Co. v poe (1950) 34 Cal 2d B22 for the propOSition that this 
Commission cannot "meddle in labor relations" (IBEW l2{S openin9 
brief, p. 29). The case did not concern labor relations b~t an 
attempt by the ~ommission to prescribe the terms of a contract 
between a utilfty and its·parent company. The staff notes that 
later cases have narrowed the rule, notably Credit Ins. General Agents 

4IIAssn. v Payne (1976) 16 Cal 3d 651, in whiCh the California Supreme 
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Court held that the insurance co~~issioner has implicit power to regulate 
the amount of commissions paid to insuranc~ agents. Th~ court commented 
that its role was limited to determining whether a regulation is 
"reasonably designed to aid a statutory objective." (16 Cal 3d 657.) 

In our opinion, it is not an interference with federal (or 
state) collective bargaining rights for this Co~~ission to decide that 
tariffed em~loyee discounts must be discontinued at the conclusion of 
an outstanding collective bargaining agreement,l/ when competent 
evidence shows that their elimination will work in the best interest 
of energy conservation. At the end of the agreement, there are 
other alternatives to avoid undercompensating employees, such as an 
offsetting wage increase. 

As the staff points out, we have never taken such action. 
(Cf. Pacific Gas & Electric Co., A.5S63l, 0.92490, Oecember 2, 1980, 
slip opinion pp. 13, 18., In one instance we did find that generous 

~mp10yee discounts were beginning to affect the rates of others, but 
we did not terminate or modify them. Instead, we placed a ceiling of 
$10 million on the amount of such discounts which would be considered 
for ratesetting purposes, announcing that for any amount in excess, 
we would make a~ adj~stment which would assume that revenues 
are collected at nondiscount levels (Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.,'83 
CPOC 149, 218-221; D.88232 dated December 13, 1977). We stated: 

• 

"We emphasize that it is not our objective to 
order Pacific to modify its discounts regardless 
of its commitments to its employees, but merely 
to decide whether there is a maximum total amount 
of such discounts reasonably chargeable to the 
ratepayers. For the present, we will simply state that 

NO party argues in favor of any i~~ediate cessation of employee 
discounts, which would have the effect of terminating a provision 
of an existing contract. The question of whether a state 
regulatory commission can take such action is raised (with certain 
associated issues) in IBEW 1245 v Nevada Pub. Serv. Comm. 
(9th Circ. 1980) 614 F 20 606. The Federal court has not issued 
a final opinion and proceedings are stayed pending resolution 
of certain state issues in a case originating in a Nevada court 
and now on appeal to the Nevada Supreme Court. Argument before 
the Nevada Supreme Court is expected to be calendared for 
December. 
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• 
unless good cause is shown, we believe that $10 
million is the maximum that should be allowed in 
future rate proceedings for tOtal discounts. We 
have a strong and justifiable interest in 
regulating usage in order to prevent peak-load 
problems, which in turn lead to the necessity to 
install extra plant." (83 epue 220.) 
The value of a ratemaking adjustment to test year revenues 

as an alternative to outright termination of employee discounts was 
not developed. 

This record convinces us that the issue of employee discounts 
offered by energy utilities should be explored in a generic proceeding, 
rather than on a company-by-eompany basis. We will then be able to 
develop the issue in more detail and evolve some overall policy. 
Here, there are too many unanswered questions and unexplored 
issues. A complete analysis of alternatives produces the following 

~utline: 

• 

1. Take no action: 
a. Because the offsetting wage increase for 

employees Overbalances conservation gains: 
b. Because there is an inSignificant energy 

saving. 
2. Eliminate discounts (if conservation 9ains are 

shown) : 
a. Immediately~ 

b. When collective bargaining contracts 
expire; 

c. At a fixed date in the future (possibly a 
uniform date for all energy utilities). 

3. Reduce discounts to a specified maximum (includes 
the same problem of time frame) : 
a. Uniformly for all energy utilities: 
b. With some variation permitted from one 

utility to the other, depending on the 
evidence • 
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• 

4. Adopt a ratemaking adjustment (see discussion 
of Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., 83 CPOC 149, 
supra) : 
a. Of 100% of the discount's revenue effect; 
b. Of some lesser percentage. 

This record contains insufficient information for us to 
take the precedent-setting step of eliminating or reducin9 employee 
discounts. As for a ratemaking adjustment, we need more information 
on its energy-saving effect (if any) • 

• 
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IV. MARGINAL COSTS AND REVENUE ALLOCATION 

Marqinal Cost Studies . 
Sierra Pacific's marginal cost study follows 

the methodology of the National Economic Research Association 
and the guidelines of OIl 67.i/ The staff's final ~arginal 
cost development and allocation was not the subject of any 
objection by Sierra Pacific. While the utility and the staff made 
slightly different assumptions, resulting differences were ~inor 
enough that the staff witness (Ida Goalwin) used the utility study 
to allocate revenue by customer class. 

On a "without Valmy" basis, there was some disagree~ent 
on how to measure loss-of-load probability. With Valmy, however, 
there is a good reserve. There is no need to order Sierra Pacific 

•
to develop a detailed computerized model for loss-of-load 
probability; it would be unduly expensive because Sierra Pacific's 
generation mix is highly flexible anc variable. The staff and the 
company should continue to study this problem on a simplified basis 
without undue expense. 

In the staff's opinion, Sierra Pacific should perform 
additional studies on peak seasonal time-of-day estimates. For 
this proceeding the staff accepted Sierra Pacific's time periods, 
which are based on an analysis of daily utility load curves and the 
probability of exceeding available capacity during different methods. 
(See Exh. 17, pp. 2-14, 2-15, and 2-16.) We agree that such studies 
should be undertaken in time for the next general rate increase, 
since peaking characteristics for this company appear to be changing-

i/ The decision in that OIl (0.92749 dated Y~rch 3, 1981) post-dates 
the submission of the marginal cost studies in this application, 
but the studies follow the staff's reco~ended ~ethodol09Y in 
the OIl, which was eventually adopted by the Co~~ission • 

• 
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Application of Marginal Costs 

After the total marginal cost is determined, a method of 
adjusting that total cost to the total revenue re~uir~ent must be 
selected. In this proceeding the total marginal cost revenues are 
approximately $20,600,000 while both the utility and the staff 
estimate revenue requirements of about $15,000,000. 

After identifying t.'ree possible methods, the staff recor.rnends the "~al 
percentage of the difference" calculation since it avoids abrupt, 
radical changes to anyone customer class. (Exh. 17, table 3-C, 
col. 0 .. ) 

In Exhibit 12, Sierra ?acific's Senior Rate Analyst 
George Smith based the utility's proposal on a fully embedded cost 

• 
study" Apparently, Sierra ?acific still prefers this method, although 
its briefs do not include a specific argument in its favor. 

• 

We will apply the staff's equal percentage of the difference 
method, but with some modification to retain proper relationships 
between customer classes and because the final rates in this 
proceeding inClude not only the increase in base rates due to Valmy, 
but an offsetting ECAC reduction .. 

Table 3-C in Exhibit 17 illustrates base revenue allocation 
following the staff's methodology and contrasting it with the utility's 
embedded cost distribution. The table shows these allocations to 
existing rates without considering ECAC revenues. This table follows • 
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SIElU>A PACIFIC POWER COMPANY 

1981 OOLIARS 

(M~ 000 's) 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 

Marqinal Equal % of Diff~r~nce 
Current Cost Base ~t"'e~n Current 
Sase Revenue Equal % Re~uction ~venu~ Utility 

Clllss Rf!venue (-ECAC) From MC ~venue And MC Revenue proposcc5 
76.5% of Col. a COl. B - Col. A x 

.. 5269 plus COl. A 
ResidentiDl 5,968 11,038 8,444 8,639 8,359 

Al 2,673 4,310 3,297 3,530 4,898 

• A2 ,880 3,045 2,329 2,021 1,686 

A3 452 2,102 1,608 1,321 602 
SL 92 63.3 48.4 92 65 
Ot-l 84 NT>. NA- 84 70 
Ot..-2 67 38 .. 3 29 .. 2 67 57 

Total 10,216 20,547 15,776- 15,754 15,737 
~venue Reg. 15,716 15,716 15,716 15,716 
AClj .. 4,831 39.6 38 21 

• 
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The two additional ~ables whiCh follow further explain 

the resulting base rate s~rueture. 
The first table shows ~he results of the modified marginal 

cost calculations. An ass~mption was made that no class should receive 
a base rate increase of more than double the 25.1% system average 
base rate increase. This assumption is based on the fact that it 
has been Com~ission policy to avoid Shifting from the embedded to 
marginal costs so abruptly that radical rate changes result. Unmodified 
application of the adopted marginal cost methodology to the b~se 
rates would result in a 91~ increase to the large general service 
classification while the increase to small general service would be 
14%. 

The second table summarizes the base revenue changes since 
~thiS application was filed. 

~ 
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Class 

Resldent.iel 
Snall General 

Medium General 

L8rge General 

Outdoor Ligbtlna 

• st~et Lighting w 
...... Tota18 I 

• 
Sierra Pacifio Fover C~ny 

PHASE II REVENUE ALLOCATION TO BASE RATm 

: Current sa-se-. t Kar slnar· 
Incres6e!.l : Interhl Re\'enue t Cost • • 

8J. : Base Revenue I Dltference AmOunt 

.$ 6,126,500 $11,0)8,000 ~,311,500 $. 1, ~10, 31.3 

3,016,100 ~,310,OOO 1,293,») 653,"19 

1,Hh,~ 3,0~5,OOO 1,863,6)0 609,658 

552,100 2,102,000 1,5~9,))O 276,350 

159,100 159,100 
95,l,oo 95,z,oo -

$11,731,(00 $ro,1"9,500 $9,017,900 $ 2,949,&:>0 

!I Spread by equal percentage ot the dlfference method and 
adJu8ted to retain rroper relationships betveen customer 
classes. 

• 
: &Ule • rnterl 11 

I t Phase II 
Revenue 

2l.0~ .$ 6,136,813 

21.1 3,610,119 

51.6 1,1<)0,856 

50.0 829,050 

159,100 

- 95. tK)() 

25.1~ $1i,,68l.,~ 

~ 
• 
VI 
\0 
(Q 

\0 
~ 

" 
C\ 
o 
(Q 

0\ 
o 

)lI 
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"";<; 
...... 
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Sierra Pacific I'ovet COllP6~ 

St..ft4(ARY 01 lW)E R!VntIE CHAftOr.s s :nW~ A., 59894 \lAS n J};D 

: : : Base" Inter 1. t 

t l A,59894 Fre&en : Bale +- In.rla : .. PhaM II Z 

I Cl .... I Base Re-ren 1 t Rn-e n\le 2 1 ReTenUfJ t 

Re.tdenthl t 5,968,000 • 6,726,500 t 8,136,813 

S.ul Oe»era.l 2 , 66(), ()()() 3,002,100 3,670,179 

I Irri~tton 13,000 1',600 
w ....., 

Ned! UII ~ neral 880,000 1,161,200 1, 19O,e,8 
I 

Ier&e04tDeral. '52,® 552,700 629,050 

Outdoor Light! ~ 151,000 159,100 159,100 

street LightIng 92.000 ~I~ 32.1(00 

Totals 10,216,000 ll,131,600 1 .. ,681,~ 

AI Rate. In effect Auguat 21, 1980. 

gj Rate lucre .... of to.OO3322/kVh authorized by D.92981. 

J.I AnDUIJ.!ne:tgr Rate (AIR) of to.OO131/kVh adopted August 1J, 1981 in D.9337~. 

RenDue 

• 8,~53,690 

3,808,36IJ 

-
1, esa., 96' 

872,691 

162,281 

~,n2 

15,218,742 

• 

3."951 
3.610 

2.~ 

2.620 

./A 

'If/A. 

3.351 

t 
t 

• 

:t-
• 
Vl 
\D 
(X) 

\D 
~ 

" 
0\ 
0 
(X) 

0\ 
0 

~ 

[; 
.......... 
0 
70 

.......... 
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Combinin9.the ECAC Reduction 
With Base Rate Relief 

To set final revenue allocations, the adopted base rate 
relief must be combined with the ECAC decreases. 

The only revenue allocation question coneernins the ECAC 
reduction rather than base rate issues is whether we should use 
Sierra Pacific's sugsested method of adjusting ECAC factors by a 
uniform percentage method. (See Exhibit B to A.60860, p. 2.) 

This method causes subsidization of the residential rates 
by the nonresidential Classifications. In Sierra Pacific Power Co., 
0.93374 dated August ~, 1981 (A.60246 and 60369), we found this to 
be an undesirable result and made a system average adjustment to all 
rate classes. This method should be applied here. The resulting 
ECAC factor to be applied to all rate classes is 4.11l¢. 

• The final table in this section of the opinion shows the 
changes from current effective rates (including ECAC) to th~ rate 
levels found reasonable in this decision. 

All classifications receive some reduction because of the 
pronounced annual effect of the ECAC change associated with the 
installation of Valmy. Bill comparison tables for some of the 
classes appear in the rate design section of this opinion. 

Further discussion regarding the adoption of particular 
base rate factors is contained in the following section of this 
opinion (rate desi9n) • 

• 
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· . · . 
· : · : Class : 

Sierra Pac1~1c Pover CQmpany 

PHASE II CCMPARISON 1'0 
CURRENT E?FEC'l'IVE PAns (AS OF 8-22-8l) 

(¢/'Ur.) 

Current Ra ~s · Pb&se II Jt&~& V1t.h . · . 
(8-22-812 · Valmy & !CAe Reduetion : · B&se : Ec\C : Total : Base : ECAC : TotaJ. : 

: 
Dit'!erence : 

Amouc:t. : ~ . . 
11 

(W~ Reddentia.1 2.883 4.824 -7.707 3·495 4.ll1 7.606 (O.lO1) 

• 

• 

Sm.all Gen. 2.960 5.264 8.224 3.610 4.111 7.721 -Q§1) (~ 

Medi1.1m Gen. 1.746 5.264 7.010 2.624 4.111 6.735 Q1i) (~ 

Large Gen. 1.701 5.264 7.025 2.020 4.111 6.731 G'¥) <q) 

~ot&l 2.037 5.029 1.666 3.351 4.111 7 .. 462 ('T04) (2.7) 

(ReO :Fi5ure) 

y rus is t.he &ve1"age ra.te.. Res1deDt1al ra.tes b&'Ve d1Uerent 'ECAC t&etors tar 
li!el1ne a:ad nonlife line blocks. See d1seuss1on 1D X'&Uo design a.eet1o:c or 
tbi& op1nioc • 
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v. FATE OESIGN 

IntrodlJction 

Most of the plJolic heuring time concerned rate design 
issues, particularly regarding the proposed increases for small 
ousiness and whether lifeline rates should apply to "second homes" 
(dwellings which are rentals or which the owner does not use as a 
primary residence). Also in controversy are certain rate design 
features as they apply to ski areas. A large VOlume of evidence 
was submitted. We have considered all of it although our discussion 
of it here is abbreviated. 
Lifeline ~tes and Second Homes 

Sierra Pacific's tariffs provide that lifeline rates 
. are inapplicable to nonpermanent or secondary homes. The utility 
proposes to change this. Company witness Smith stated (Exh. 12, 
p. 8): • 

but 
and 

• 

"This (tariff feature) has proven to be very 
difficult, if not impossible, to administer 
fairly while at the same time being extremely 
unpopular and difficult for our customers to 
understand. It is noted by the company and 
our customers that Sierr~ Pacific is one of 
very few utilities in California which makes 
such a distinction between permanent and non
permanent residents. Income levels or ability 
to pay have never been used as a measure of 
qualification for lifeline entitlement. Merely 
because an indivicual is fortunate enough to 
be able to afford a second home does not mean 
that he should not be given an appropriate 
lifeline allowance while living there. For 
these reasons Sierra Pacific proposes to 
eliminate the distinction, offering lifeline 
entitlement to all residential customers." 
The staff acknowledges the difficulty of acministration, 

believes that elimination of the distinction between primary 
secondary homes is antithetical to lifeline policy, pOintin9 
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• 

• 

out that about half the dwellings in the Tahoe area are not 
primary homes. St~ff witness Mefford's position is explained as follows 
(Exh. 17, pp. 4-3 and 4-4): 

"The lifeline program was established in order 
to provide minimum levels of usage at rateS 
everyone could afford and to encourage conser
vation by charging hi9her rates for nonessenti~l 
uS3ge. In 1976, when the rates for the lifeline 
usage blOCK were frozen, Sierra Pacific's life
line usage was priced hi9her than the subsequent 
usage blocks. However, in the last general rate 
case decision, Decision No. 88337, the 
residential tariff SChedule was inverted~ 
lifeline usage became less expensive than non
lifeline usage. With this change, the residential 
tariff schedule became consistent with the 
intent of the lifeline program. 

"Vacation homes were excluded from lifeline in 
Decision No. 88337 from the last general rate 
case, Application No. 57076, at Sierra ?acific's 
reauest. This was done in accordance with Finding 
of~Fact No. l3 in the second lifeline decision, 
Decision No. 88651, dated April 4, 1978. The 
decision included Sierra Pacific as a utility 
which should not provide lifeline to second 
homeowners, because utility revenues would be 
adVersely affected by the conservation effect. 

"There are two arguments against granting lifeline 
allowances to second homeowners: one is policy 
oriented and the other is pragmatic. From a 
policy perspective, providing lifeline to second 
homeowners does not seem fair or consistent with 
the lifeline goal of encouraging conservation. 
From a practieal perspective, providing lifeline 
to second homeowners will drive ~p the rates of 
all other customers. 

"Providing lifeline to vacation homes effectively 
9rants second homeowners twice as much low-cost 
electricity as people who own only one home. 
A second homeowner can live in one home during 

• 
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• 
the mid-week and another on weekends. The 
second homeowner may stay within the lifeline 
allowance for electricity usage at each 
residence. However, the second homeowner 
may be consuming twice as much electricity 
as single homeowners who exceed lifeline. 
The single homeowners would be billed at the 
non-lifeline rate while the second homeowner 
would be billed at only lifeline rates. 
Clearly, second homeowners would not receive 
the same incentive to conserve that single 
homeowners would receive." 
Several property owners testified in favor of Sierra 

Pacific's proposed change. They explained that many of the owners 
of second homes were hardly wealthy and for the most part had 
acquired small simple structures years ago when property was 
relatively cheap. 

We agree with the staff that the distinction between 
.primary and secondary dwellings should remain. This is not an 

academic issue. About half of the 5,000 homes in the Tahoe area 
are not primary residences. It is unfair to those who actually 
use their dwellings for primary residential purposes to subsidize 
those who do not. The record indicates that secondary homes, when 
not rented, are mostly used on weekends or for other short periods 
so that the owner is able to take undue advantage of the lifeline 
rate block, which is set assumin9 normal monthly usage for a 
particular service area. The same problem occurs with the short
term renter (for vacation or weekend purpos.es) .1/ The situation is, 

§./ 

• 

A person or family renting a dwelling on a long-term basis for 
primary residential purposes is eligible for lifeline • 
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in turn, (as Sierra Pacific's own evidence demonstratez) a major 
deterrent to the reinsulation of dwelling units in the Tahoe area. 

We acknowledge that not all second homeowners are 
affluent, but the same may be said of the permanent residents of 
the Tahoe area who use their houses as their homes. In any event, 
the primary issue is not wealth or its absence. Lifeline rates are 
part of a rate structure which has been devised to encourage energy 
conservation, while holding down costs as much as possible for the 
permanent resident who is a moderate user.!1 

We also recognize the problem of policinq a tariff which is 
unpopular with the second homeowner. No doubt some second homeowners 
will devise ways to wrongfully qualify for lifeline rates. Almost 
any law or regulation is unpopular wit.."l those affected adversely by it, ev'en 

• if its purpose is the public good.. 'lbe c:or.pa:'ly si:Tply :rust do t.."le best job 
possible in enforcing t.."le tariff. 

The staff suggests that Sierra Pacific be allowed to file 
an amended tariff which would permit the utility to investigate 
the status of a homeowner in disputed cases. At present, the tariff 
allows the utility to differentiate between permanent and other 
residential customers "on the basis of a service and mailin~ analysis." 
The proposed amendment would permit Sierra Pacific to rely addition
ally on the homeowners' declaration of property tax exemption filed 
with the county for a primary residence, "and any other relevant 
information." (Exh. 17, p. 4-4 .. ) 

We will order the tariff to be amended to allow reliance 
on the declaration of property tax exemption, since it is a public 
record, but not "other relevant information", since 'this phrase is . 
too broad and might lead to disputes over what records or information 
it covers. 

We reject Tahoe Tavern Property Owners Association's contention 
that the usage of secondary homeowners should be considered 
in this connection. Legislative history of lifeline shows 
that its purpose is to hold down costs for persons having low 
usage and who use their dwellings as permanent residences. 
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Charges for Delinguent Bills 

Sierra Pacific's proposal for ~ service charge on oe1inq~ent 
accounts affects all schedules but is of chief interest to residential 

ratepayers. 
The utility currently experiences average monthly delinquency 

balances of approximately 43% of revenues. Witness Smith pointed 
out that if the 15.56% cost of short-term debt (prevalent at the time 
of the hearings) is used, this represents an annual cost to California 
ratepayers of $159,980 (with Valmy). Sierra P~cifie believes it to 
be unfair for all ratepayerz to bear the eost, and proposes a late 
eharge of 1% monthly which will partially compensate for it. 

The staff opposes the eharge bec~use no other electric 
~tility in the State currently includes one in its tariffs beca~se 

it would "cause a large number of complaints and project ~ bad 
.image for th~ company" (Exh. 17, p. 4-1) ~nd bec~use since it takes 

a week from the time the meter is read to receipt of the bill, there 
would really be only three weeks to pay. Those on vacation, or 
secondary residents, might not return in time to Jvoicl u pen~lty. 

Considering the high vol~me of l~te payments, we believe 
a late charge is fair. We agree wi:h Sie:r~ Pacifie that lOO% 
of the cost of carrying overdue bills should not be sprc~o to all 
the ratepayers. Late charges are now standard for overdue bills 
in almost every field of commerce. 

Since Tahoe has many vacation homes, we will set a longer 
grace period than suggested - 4S rather th~n 3? days. This will, in 
effect, cause carrying charges to zhow up on the second overcue 
bill. Such a period also recognizes the meter-reading-to-billin9 
time lapse. If carrying charges continue to run high, we may take 
a strieter approach in the future • 

• 
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Sierra Pacific m~y aU9men~ this system by printing on the 

bill for charges 30 days overdue (or by enclosing with i~) a warnin9 
that carrying charges be9in in 15 o~ys. It m~y ~lso undert~Ke a 
program to encourage absentees to have their billings sent to their 
permanent addresses. 
Residential Rate Struc~ure 

On a "with Valmy" b~sis, there is c) substantial ($2,671,000) 

increase in the residenti~l b~se rate requirement. ~he utility'S 
embedded cost methodology would actu~lly result in decreased bills 
for owners of second homes using 3,400 kWh or less, while bills 
of primary residential customers would increase. 

The staff points ou~ that such a s~ructure fails to send 
a proper conservation signal ~o the owner of ~ second home. By use 
of the staff's ~ar9inal cos~ application, there would be some base 

.rate increase to the second-home customer using 3,400 kWh or less. 
Base rate bills for owners of primary residences would also inc:ease, 
but not as sharply. (?art of the difference is also due to ~he 
adoption of a rate desi9n under which second homes remain ineligible 
for lifeline.) 

Sierra Pacific proposed setting the lifeline base rate 
at 60% of the system average b~se r~:e. The s?read in total rates 
would be smaller (35%) with no modific~tion of ECAC factors. 

Both the staff and company rate designs retain a customer 
charge. The service area is such that subst:;!ntial costs per capita 
are incurred in servicing the basic system due to weather and the 
fact that there are many sm~ll towns Sc~tt~ted":hroughout the 
California service territory. We agree th~t retention of customer 
charges at proper levels is essential bec~use of ~he many parttime 
residents in the Tahoe area, who, when absent, would contribute 
inadequately to the costs of m;!intaining the system if the charges !. are unreasonably low. 
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The staff's original proposal (that is, before A.60S60 

waz filed and the stron9 downward effect of the ECAC was Known) was 
Z1 $3.50 customer charge and an energy charge of O.030323¢, applicable 
to both lifeline and nonlifeline service. This rate desi9n thus 
produces a level base rate and aceounts for lifeline versus nonlifeline 
differences in the ECAC rate. The staff's exhibit (E~'. 17, Ch. 4, 

p. 12) explains: 

• 

• 

"The rationale for goin9 to a flat base rate is 
twofold. First, the eom~any is liKely to have 
more real eommitment to its energy conservation 
program if conservation 90als are not at ero'ss 
purposes with profits. Under the company's 
proposal, the lifeline base rate is set at 60% 
of the non-lifeline base rate. Conservation 
affeets mainly non-lifeline sales, resulting in 
a disproportionate loss of base revenue when 
conservation occurs. The staff's proposed flat 
base rate for lifeline and non-lifeline sales 
would result in less loss of base revenue due to 
eonservation. 

"Secondly, the Com."TIission' s rate design ?Olicy 
is aimed at total rates (base + ECAC). The 
base rates ean be changed only every two years 
per the Re9ulatory Lag Plan. The ECAC rates 
are ehanged every six months to adjust for 
energy eosts. These energy costs are greater 
than the base revenue requirement at the present 
time and are expected to remain so. Therefore, 
the ECAC billing faetors must be adjusted in 
each proceeding to maintain the desired rate 
design. 

"The ECAC procedure can automatically adjust 
revenue effects due to conservation. A 
balaneing account is maintained which has the 
effect of correcting any overcollections or 
undercollections which occur due to changin9 
fuel prices, conservation, and other factors." 
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~he basic concept of a flat energy charge for the base 
rate portion of the bill and different ECAC charges for residential 
rate bloCKS was adopted in Pacific Gas & Electric Co., D.92572 
dated January 6, 1981 (OIl 77) and SOuthern California Edison Co., 
D.92549 dateo December 30, 1981 (A.S9351), and we find this 
methodology preferable here. 

In view of the pronounced downward ECAC effect, we will 
not increase the customer charge to $3.50. It will remain at $1.65 
for primary residents and $2.30 for secondary residents. Retaining 
such a differential in monthly customer charges at least to a minor 
extent prevents the secondary user from benefiting unduly from the 
greater consumption of the primary resident. 

We will also retain the 50% differential between lifeline 
and nonlifeline. However, we believe the residential rate structure 

.ShOUld be restudied in the next general rate increase, to determin~ 
whether any decrease in this differenti~l would cause the low-use 
secondary homeowner (espeCially one who wrongfully obtains a lifeline 
allowance), and to make a more appropriate contribution to revenue without 
unduly impacting the rates of the low-use permanent resident. 

• 

Also, there is the problem of the third residential rate 
block. Various suggestions were advanced on how to adjust the 
residential third tier, which is set at 5,000 kWh per month and 
accounts for less than 1% of residential sales. Sierra Pacific 
proposed its elimination; the staff reco~~ended lowering the block 
to 750 kWh plus 25% of a customer's applicable lifeline allowance • 
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In our opinion the utility's suggestion would have an 

insignificant effect, while the result of the staff's proposal is 
uncertain because the record contains no study of usage patterns 
which establish that 750 kWh is the proper crosSOver point. We 
will, for the present, retain the third tier at 5,000 kWh but 
price consumption in that tier at full marginal cost (9.7¢/kWh). 
This produces the following design as compared with present rates: 

Adopted Rates Present Rates 
Tier Base ECAC Ettectlve Base BCAC Effective - - -

1 1.573 3.820 5.393 3.200 1.935 S.135 
2 3.049 5.319 8.368 3.200 5.142 8.342 
3 5.357 5.319 10.676 3.200 6.500 9.700 

TwO tables containing bill comparisons follow. The first 
.ShOWS comparisons for a primary residence and the second for a 

secondary residence, based on the adopted rate design and comparing 
them with current rates. 

In the next general rate proceeding, a more thorough study 
should be made on where the crossover to the third rate block should 
be located. While the present level is probably too high, there 
is simply no usage information in this record to assist us in 
determining its correct placement. Alternate rate designs based 
on usage information, such as a two-tier structure, may be presented • 

• 
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()\ * 15."3 $ 15.13 $ 19.35 25.41" .$ 19.20 

36.35 28.62 40.65 U.83 36.74 

78.19 55.56 83.24 6.ld> 71.85 

120.03 .82.51& 125.84 4.84 106.95 

161.61 112.19 168.43 4.05 143.40 

2\5.55 195.61 253.62 3.29 228.59 

329.23 219·55 338.81 2.91 313.78 

412.91 363·23 lt24.oo 2.69 398.91 

~.m $ 1~.A1 (~)~ 
28.41 35.67 (!..!2) 

29.27 71.38 (1:.0) 

29.57 119.09 (o.lJ) 

27.82 160.80 (2.!1) 

16.70 ~4.n (0.5) 
12.24 327.63 (0.5) 

9.84 41l.06 (0.4) 
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1-~---------------------------------------------------------------!I Includes Incr~88ee Authori%ed by 0.92981 &nd D.9331~ • 
Rtlteo: 
CUstOGler Charge • $1.65 
Lltellne • $0.01513 + $0.0)820 • $O.o5393/kWh 
~n1tfellne • $0.03049 + $0.05319 • $O.08368/k~ 

?1 Basic Lite11~ All(.l\t&oce of 240 klo.'h 

J/ Lite1ine Allovance ot 1,910 kWh for an All Electric }JoI!'.e in 'Winter. 

'!J \.lith Pres~nt [CAe Rates 
Rates: 
Customer Charge • *1.65 
Lifeline • $0.03200 + to·o}S20 ~ $0·07020 
~nlit~11ne • $0.03200 + $0.05319 • $0.08519 

2/ ~itb ECAC Re4uctlon ot A.60860 
Filed: September 2, 1961 
Ra~8: 
CustcneT Charge • $1.65 
Lifeline • $0.03200 .. $t>.01935 .; $0.05135 
Nonlitellne • $0.03200 + fQ.()51J,2 • $0.08342 

NOTEt The avernge perman~nl resident ~ith 
a basic lifeline allovance U6~6 
513 kWh per ~onl~. 

The average pe~Anenl resident vith 
an all-electric lifeline allow~nce . 
uses 2,(k~6 k~ per Month in vinler. 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER CO'6P~:y 
RESID~'TIAI. BILL COMPARISO::S 

SECOmJARY PJ;S IDENCE 

Adopted Rates 
Adopted R.a1:es With Valmy 

Present iJith Valmv ~2l Plus ECAC Reduction ~3~ 
Rates (1) Amount 'Pe'r'cent A."I'lC>Un1: Pet"cent 

$ 23.22 $ 23.60 1.64% $ 23.16 (l .. 86%) 

44.14 44.90 1.72'1. 44.01 (l .. 987.) 

85.98 87.49 l.76% 85.72 (2 .. 02%) 

l27.82 l30.09 1.78% 127.43 (2 .. 041.) 

l69.66 172 .. 68 1.787. 169.l4 (2.057.) 

253.34 257.87 1.79% 252.56 (2.06%) 

337.02 343.06 l.79% 335.98 (2 .. 067.) 

420.70 428.25 l.79% 419.40 (2 .. 077.) 
(Red Fis.::-re) 

Includes Increases Authorized by D. 92987 and D. 93374 
Rates: 
Customer Charge • $2.30 
Energy Charge • $O.08368fK'WH 

iJ1th Present ECAC RAtes 
Rates: 
Customer Charge • $2 •. 30 
Energy Charge • $ .. 08S19/1G1H 

ECAC Reduction of A .. 60860 filed 9/2/81 
Rates: 
Customer Charge • $2.30 
Ellergy Charge • .08342 
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Billing Procedure - Lifeline 
Entitlement for Electric 
Space Heating 

Finally, concerning residential rates, Sierr~ Pacific 
proposes two minor billing changes for clarification. The present 
tariff requires proration for periods which include the cutoff 
dates. Sierra Pacific proposes to offer the space-heating allowance 
to qualifying customers for six full billing periods co~~enein9 
with the first billing period on or after Novem~r 1 of each year. 
The second change is a requirement that a minimum of 80% of a 
residence be heated by permanently installed electric heating units 
for the residence to qualify. These suggestions are reasonable. 
General Service 

Significant changes in form are proposed to general 

•

service (A-l, A-2, A-3, and PA) to which the staff 
principle. . 

accedes in 

Schedule PA is eliminated due to minimal sales (0.1% 
of California jurisdictional sales) and the fact that the service 
area has little, if any, potential for agricultural development. 
All customers would be transferred to the appropriate "A" schedule, 
based on demand (apparently to A-l in most cases). This proposal 
is reasonable. 

Regarding the "A" schedules, Sierra Pacific's witness 
Smith stated (Exh. 12, pp. 3 & 4): 

"We currently have three General Service 
SChedules -- A-l, A-2 and A-3, which are 
applicable where transformer size ranges 

• 

from 0 to 100, 100 to 1200 and over 1200 KVA, 
respectively. In addition, Schedule No. 
TOU-3 is mandatory where demand exceeds SOO KW. 
This results in a situation where Schedule A-3 
is currently 'applicable only where demand is 
less than 500 KW and transformer size is 
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• 

greater than 1200 KVA. We feel that this 
effectively precludes Sierra from serving 
customers on Schedule A-3 as it now exists. 
In conjunction with our proposal to assi9n 
all General Service rates based on demand, 
Sierra Pacific proposes to eliminate the 
current TOO-3 rate designation by transferring 
these customers to' the A-3 rate category. 
The revised A-3 designation, titled Large 
General Service, would be a time of use 
rate, mandatory where demand exceeds 500 KW. 

"The A-l Schedule has been revised to apply to 
all general service where demand does not 
exceed 49 kilowatts (KW). The A-2 would now 
apply where demands range from SO to 500 KW. 
Lastly, the A-3 would apply wherever demand 
exceeds 500 KW and no other schedule is 
applicable." 

The witness summarized the reason for this change as follows (id.p. 4): 
"The assignment of rate schedules based on 
demand level is founded on the desire to 
group similar customers for analysis and 
rate design purposes. Additionally, the 
current trend seems to indicate that 
consideration and implementation of innovative 
rate design efforts, load research and manage
ment programs and even curtailment plans 
are based on the stratification of customers 
by demand levels." 

He pointed out that this is not a new concept in California and 
that the Nevada Public Service Co~~ission had recently approved 
this type of customer assignment. He stressed the desirability 
of maintaining similar rate schedules to avoid expense, mistakes, 

and customer confusion. 
Except as indicated in our discussion of particular 

schedules, we approve these changes. The actual base rates of 
the schedules are the result of our application of the staff's 
marginal cost methodology, as discussed elsewhere • 

• 
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Small General Service CA-l): About a dozen customers 
appeared at North Lake Tahoe to protest the utility-proposed 
increase to the Small General Servic~ (A-l) schedule. They 
testified that for the most part they did not own the buildings 
and the landlords were not interested in reinsulatin9_ In some 
c~ses the buildin9s are not suited for reinsulation. Many small 
~usinesses are seasonal and Operate on a low profit margin. 

Sierra Pacific's use of embedded cost methodology resulted 
in bill comparison increases averaging about 50% (original rates 
versus with-Valmy base rates plus assu~ed ECAC factors). The staff's 
opinion is that too much base rate revenue is assi9ned to this 
class. The staff's mar9inal cost methodology substantially 
reduces the amount of base revenue to be collected from A-l customers. 

The following table develops bill comparisons for this 
.Class: 

• 
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. . .. .. 

• 

• 

Sierr& Pae1t1e POYer Compu:r 

:BILL COMPAR!SO:KS 

SMALL G7JO!:RAL SZRVlC'E 

SCl3!'l'>tJIZ ](0. A-1 

. 
" 

Wb. .. . 

250 $ 2Z·29 * 29.18 $ 6.S9 30.~ $ 22.34 

500 42.28 50.87 8.59 20·3 41.18 

1,000 82.25 ~ .. 23 11·98 14.6 78.85 

l,500 122 .. 23 137.60 15·37 l2.6 ll6.52 

2,000 162 .. 20 lBo.96 18.76 11.6 154.20 

3,000 242.15 267.69 25·54 10·5 229'.55 

4,000 32;2".10 354.42 32·32 10.0 3011. .. 90 

5,000 ~.05 ~1.15 39·10 9.7 380.25 

(Red Figuroe) 

y Includes 1Dereaaes &\l'thor1zed 'b7 ».92987 &Zld J).9337~ .. 
CutQer:r oharge • $2 .30. 
1:Mre:r charge • 0 .. 02'731 + 0.05264 • $tJ.07995/Wb .. 

gj InelUltes ar.lz:nw. e'Mrgr l"&ote authorized Oy D .. 93374. 
Cuatcer charge • $7.50. 
"I!:Mrit'/ ebarge • 0.~366 + 0.04.307 • $/J.0i;673/W'rl. 

J/ !Deludes a=1aJ. e'l:Jl!Zgy n:t~ autbor1Rd vr D.93374. 
ewtc.er charge • $3.50. 
Energr cb&rge • 0.0)42i4. + O .. 04111 • $0.01535 • 
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• 
The "amount" columns include both the base rate ana ECAC ~mOunts. 
(Sierra Pacific's method of applying ECAC was different than adopted; 
see discussion in final subsection of "Marginal Costs and Revenue 
Allocation" section of this opinion.) 

Sierra Pacific also proposed a with-Valmy customer charge 
of $7.50 per month. On the basis of the staff's marginal Cost 
application to the revenue to be derived from the A-l class, we 
adopt the staff's reduced figure of $3.50, but a further cost study 
on the customer charge for this class should be done in the next 
general rate increase application. 

The utility also proposed charges based on transformer 
capacity, instead of the customer's connected load. This may be 
a preferred method of collecting some of the revenue from this 
class but the record does not appear to contain revenue estimates 

.whiCh will enable us to reduce the energy charge to offset the 
transformer charge. Sierra Pacific may renew its request for this 
type of charge as part of the A-l rate structure in its next 
general rate proceeding, furnishing an estimate on its 
revenue effect. 

The utility's final proposal regarding the A-l schedule 
is a "one year contract requirement" to be imposed optionally 
because of the large number of seasonal customers. Since for the 
present we are not ~ccepting Sierra Pacific's recommended customer 
charge increase, we believe imposition of this provision is 
desirable in this service area to avoid unduly burdening the year
round customers. The revenue effect of this proposal is minimal 
and no change in demand or customer charges is required to include 
it in the rate design • 

• 
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• 
Schedules A-2 and A-3: The staff essentially agrees 

with the utility's design for medium ane large general service 
(Exh. 12, pp. 6-7) including certain discounts when the customer 
owns and maintains all transformation equipment and changes to 
the power factor adjustment designed to encourage power factor 
improv'eme:"lt and thereoy decrease energy losses. 

All four customers on the A-3 sCheoule have peak loads 
in excess of 500 kW and are subject to time-oi-use (TOO) charges. 
The mid-peak base energy rate is set at half the on-peak rate, with 
the residual revenue recovered in the off-peak rate. (Exh. 17, 
Ch. 4, pp. 19-20). The utility'S proposal eliminates the separate 
TOO-3 schedule and revises the A-3 tariff so that it is a TOO 
schedule above 500 ki1. The revised A-3 tariff also contains the 
voltage discount and power factor provisions discussed under the 

~A-2 schedule. 
Sierra Pacific also proposes to eliminate the winter

summer differential found in the present TOO-3 schedule. Company 
studies showed an insignificant variation in system peak demand 
from summer to winter. (Exh. 12, ?p. 10-11.) The staff expressed 
no objection to this change. 

~ 

Further discussion of these rate schedules appears below 
under "Rate Design for Ski Areas". 
Street ~nd Outdoor Lighting 

Sierra Pacific proposed a uniform percentage reduction 
on nonsodium rates and a uniform percentage increase to sodium 
r~tes. 

The staff believes this ~pproach does not include a 
sufficient incentive for conversion to energy-efficient high 
pressure sodium vapor li9hts and that the utility'S rate desisn 
fails to do this, at least for smaller-sized lights. 
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~he staff also believes that the ~tility's recommendation 
does not maintain the correct relationships between private 
residential customers, co~~ercial c~stomers, and public (street) 
lighting- Staff witness Fong recommended conSOlidation of the 
outdoor lighting and :treetli9hting sched~les and that the rates 
for comparably sized lamps be the same. (Exh. 17, Ch. 5, and E~~. 18.) 

The staff's rate design is adoptee, except for the time 
limits for elimination of all incandescent lamps (the recommendation 
was made early in the application before the decision to split the 
proceeding into phaseS). We find December 31, 1983 to be a reasonable 
date for final elimination of incandescent and mercury vapor lamps. 

We also agree with the staff that for simplicity, rates 
for which there are no presently installed lights should be deleted. 
Rate Desi9n for Ski Areas 

• 
Sierra Ski Areas Association (Ski Association) claims 

that ski area customers are charged excessive rates by being grouped 
with other co~~ercial and industrial usage patterns which are 

• 

markedly different and that either a separate schedule for ski areas 
should be cr~ated or TOU rates should be extended to all customers 
with more than 50 kW of demand. Ski area customers are served on 
Schedules A-l, A-2, and A-3. 

The controversy concerns the "demand charge" component 
of the A-2 and A-3 schedules. While residential rates and small 
general service (A-l) are composed of a customer charge (a flat 
monthly minimum) and ener;y charges for aetual use, medium and 
large general service schedules (A-2 and A-3) include these two 
elements plus a demand eharge whieh is set based on the kilowatt 
(not kilowatt-hour) level necessary to su??ly that elass of customer 
durin; peak usa;e periods. The demand charge, in other words, 
recognizes within the rate structure that eustomers with a power 
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• 
demand exceeding SO kW should pay a fair share of the capital costs, 
maintenance, and administrative and general expenses connected with 
maintaining utility plant necessary to serve these demands. 

In Sierra Pacific's tariffs (and in those of some other 
companies as well) the demand charge includes a provision co~~only 
known as a ~ratehet". The tariff language for this in Schedule A-2 
reads: 

"Billing Demand: ~he billing demand hereunder for 
any billing period shall be the greater of the 
current period's measured demand: or fifty percent 
(SO%) of the highest billing demand establiShed 
by the customer during the preceding eleven (11) 
months ~ or fifty kilowatts. '50 M)." 

The A-3 provision is the same except that the minimum is 500 kW. 
For example, if an A-2 customer's highest demand durin9 

a preceding ll-month period was 200 kW, and then during an off
~eason period (for that customer) the power demand dropped to 20 kW, 

the customer's demand charge (not the energy charge) would still 
be the rate for 100 kW. 

Ski Association presented the testimony of the manager 
of Squaw Valley, the owner of Heavenly Valley, and Clarence Unnevehr, 
a rate expert. Sierra Pacific replied with rebuttal testi~ony of 
George Smith. Evidence on this issue is detailed and complex. 
(See Unnevehr's prepared testimony (Exh. 34), the accompanying charts 
(E~~. 35), his additional prepared testimony (Exh. 42) and 
accompanying exhibit (Exh. 43), and Smith's rebuttal testimony 
(Ex:'1. 45) not to mention extensive cross-exa..~ination.) 

Essentially, Ski Association argues that ski area usage 
patterns are untypical of other co~~ercial uses with which they 
are grouped, and the result is that they 00 not contribute to 
peak demand as is assumed in a~sessing demand charges, which are 
primarily assigned based on the assumed customer contribution 
to peaK or coincident demand • 

• 
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• 
The areas operate from November to May, primarily from 

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Their peak demand is usually between 2 to 3 p.m., 
while the utility's is later. Class demand is such that Ski areas' 
demand is heaviest during mid-peak or off-peak for the class generally, 
according to Ski Association. Therefore, the analysis rur.s, the 
Commission should either develop a special ski area rate or apply 
TOU rates. 

In favor of a special schedule, Ski Association argues 
that two of our large general service meters and 41 of 125 medium 
general service meters are for ski areas and that in a recent l2-month 
period ski areas generated over S700,000 in revenue of which $338,000 
was base revenue. Ski Association proposes an "AS-2" schedule which 
would allow the utility to recover its medium general service 
requirement through time-differentiated energy and demand charges • 

• (Unnevehr, Exh. 42, p.3.) 

• 

Ski Association also developed a TOU-2 schedule for medium 
general service customers (Exh. 43, table 10). Presently, only the 
four large general service customers are subject to TOU rates~ 
Unnevehr's proposal would extend this to 125 additional customers. 

Whether or not we adopt the AS-2 proposal, Ski Association 
argues that the demand ratchet is obsolete and unduly impacts ski 
areas because the very high seasonal demand causes an unreasonable 
Off-season demand charge (see testimony of Richard Mackey of Sq~aw 
Valley, Exh. 33). Ski Association maintains that since the ski 
areas are off-line in the summer, generation, transmission, and 
distribution capacity are freed for other uses. 

Sierra Pacific disagrees that demand charges are unfair 
to ski areas or that any speCial rate sho~ld be constructed • 
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• 
Accorcing to the l"Jtili ef' s witness Srni th, sales to ski areas Ilre insisnifieant. 

~tzll sales to ski area C',Jstomers eq'Jal 2.843% of california's total. Onnevehr' s 
proposed ski area rate wOl"Jld not even apply to all of the s~les, 
covering 2.28% of California jurisdictional s~les. 

Smith also disagrees that ski area customers are either 
mid-peak or off-peak. The typical peak is 4 p.m. to 5 p.m., and ski 
lift operation continues throu9h that hour. Staff counsel's 
examination of Smith brought out that the afternoon peak originally 
used by the witnesses was based on a 1979 study but since then it 
had been broadening so that the 3 to 4 p.m. hour w~s becoming more 
of an on-peak period. 

Sierra Pacifie believes that to analyze ski customers 
alone without analyzing all customers of a rate classification for 

.their present and future usage patterns may benefit the ski area 
customers at the expense of others in the class. 

There was a gre~t deal of eontroversy over the aecuracy 
of Unnevehr's caleulations. His original exhibit included b rate 
of return ealculation for ski customers (without Valmy) of 55.37% 
compared with 18.816% for 1111 customers of the class. However, 
cert~in major errors were revealed d~ring cross-exa~ination.2/ 
These were corrected in a revised eXhibit, which reduced these 
rate of return estimates to 21.626% and 14.87%. 

2/ 

• 

Ski Association cl~i~ed that this resulted from Sierra Pacific's 
f~ilure to furnish certain work papers and other matter. 
Disputes over this eventually m~de an additional day of hearin9 
on this issue necess~ry • 
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• 
Sierra Pacific emphatically argues that the demand ratchet 

is a good conservation feature because if a customer keeps its peak 
demand as low as possible, payment under the ratchet is also lowered. 
Additionally, the total revenue for the rate classification is 
calculated with demand ratchet revenue considered as part of the 
calculation; to delete this provision without making some counter
balancing adjustment would cause a revenue shortfall. 

!n sum, Sierra Pacific maintains that it is not possible 
simply to adopt Ski Association's proposals without making up loss 
of revenue from the remaining commercial customers, or from ratepayers 
generally. Onnevehr's TOO proposals, for example, would cause higher 
billings to nonski area customers and, in any event, do not analyze 
costs of TOO meters or their availability. 

Discussion: We essentially agree with Sierra ?acific's 
.arguments (which the staff supports), and we will not order a special 

ski area rate, elimination of the ratchet provision, or TOU rates 
for the A·2 schedule. Ski Association's witness at least partially 
conceded that adoption of his AS-2 proposal would require somewhat 
higher rates from other classes. Nor do we see how the demand ratchet 
can be eliminated without an entire reworking of the rate design 

• 

which would simply redistribute the revenue re~uirement. 
It is appropriate to study whether the Co~~ission should 

eventually adopt any other more refined rate design :0: the A-2 
classification which would include TOU rates. Sierra ?acific has 
pOinted out that other utilities in California do not have TOO 
rates for medium general service. w~ile this is the casel Sierra Pacific's 
California service territory is in a class by itself concerning seasonal 
demand. We will therefore order Sierra Pacific to study and to report 
to us in its next general rate increase proceeding whether it is 
cost-effective to impose TOU rates for the A-2 schedule and whether 
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• 
any positive conservation effects (p~rticularly concerning peak 
demand) would be achieved by so doing- The study should include any 
recommended modifications to the demand ratchet feature or to the 
entire rate tariff which should be made to include TOO rates. 

The preceding paragraph does not indicate a predisposition 
on our part to re~uire TOU rates for the A-2 class. 
Other Rate Design Changes 

In this proceeding Sierra Pacific attempted to modernize 
some of its tariffs. Numerous additional minor changes were made to 
variOUS schedules which are not discussed and which were not the 
subject of controversy- These are reasona~le • 

• 

• 
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• 
VI • COi~CLUSION 

The addition of Valm, Onit One to the rate base so significantly 
reduces the utili ty f s purchased power ,needs that the initial ECAC 

filing more than compensates for ~he rate base Dddition on an annual 
basis. We cannot guarantee Sierra Pacific's ratepayers that there 
will be no ECAC increases in the near future; nevertheless the addition 
of Valmy Unit One will partially Shield Sierra Pacific from fluctuating 

prices of purchased power. 
The utility is to Oe commended on its lo~d management 

program which has inCluded, among other thingc, a voltage reduction . 
and regulation program which is producing a significant saving of 
megawatts (see above, p. 15) • 

• 

Findings of Fact 
1. Sierra Pacific's customer service and information programs 

rel~ting to conservation should be improved as follows: 

• 

a. Low-cost conservation devices (sho'Her 
heads, etc.) should be USed as incentives 
to encourage home energy audits. 

b. Efforts should be made to restore the 
cost-effectiveness of home energy audits. 

c. The TECH program should be reestabliShed. 
This may be done jointly with other 
utilities providing space h~Dtin9 in the 
Tahoe Basin, or separately. . 

d. Sierra Pacific should more actively pursue 
the energy-efficient appliance program. 

e. Sierra Pacific should continue its recent 
more aggressive development of commercial 
and industrial energy audits • 
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~ .. Sierra Pacific should continue to develop 
techniques for tracking results of t~e 
various programs to DccertDin which ones 
are most effective, so that its reports 
filed with this Commission can be more 
definitive, and of more use to both the 
utility and the Commission. 

2. Sierra Pacific failed to adequately demonstrate the cost
effectiveness of some of its consumer-oriented conservation programs, 
and it is reasonable to withhold S98,104 in rate relief until an 
advice letter filing demonstr~tes adequate cost accounting of the 
pro9r~ms. Separate accounting for these sums should be required. 

3. Sierra Pacific's capital expenditures and research projects 
concerning conservation are co~~endable (voltage re9ulation: solar 
and geotherm~l development). 

4. Sierra Pacific's California service area is not presently 
suited to development of significant amounts of c0gener~tion. The 
utility should, however, maintain a cogeneration development program .on a minimum basis in case changes occur in the future. 

S. A $5,900 adjustment to the utility'S Home Service Program 
should be adopted because of the change in its goals. 

6. Sierra Pacific should maint~in its 8% loan program in 
force until its Zero Interest Program pl~n is effective. 

7. There is insufficient information in this record to support 
the elimination of employee discounts. 

8. The North Valmy generating plant is expected to be on-line 
sometime in November 1981. 

9. Sierra Pacific is in need of additional base revenue of 
$3,289,000 for test year 1981, and the results of operation for test 
year 1981 (with Valmy) as shown on the t~ble on page 5 is adopted. 

10. An ECAC reduction in A.608GO in the amount of $4,146,000 
sho~ld be authorized, effective concurrently with the base rate 
increase fo~nd reasonable in Finding 8. 

11. The staff's marginal cost methodology and the staff's 
recommended "equal percentage of the difference" method of applyin9 

• marginal costs to base rates are reasonable with mOdifications to 
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• 
assure that no rate class receives more th~n double the system 
average base rate increase. Sierra Pacific should perform additional 
peak se~son~l time-of-day studies for its next general rate incre~se 
proceedin9. (See "Revenue Allocation to Base Rates" t~ble, p. 31.) 

12. The ECAC reduction should be a?pli~d to rates on ~ system 

average basis. 
13. Nonpermanent or secondary residences should remain ineli9ible 

for lifeline rates. 
14. The establishment of ~ late charge of l~ for bills overdue 

for 45 days is reasonable. 
15. For residential rates, it is reasonable to adopt a rate 

structure featurin9 a flat ener9Y charge for the base rote portion 
and varying ECAC charges for the different rate blocks. 

16. For the present, the third tier should remain in the 
.reSi~ential rate structure at the 5,000 kWh level but priced at full 

mar9lnal co~t. 
17. In Sierra Pacific's next rate increase application, the 

utility should furnizh us with a study showing what conservation 
effect can be gained (if any) from modifying or removin9 the third 
residential rate block, and the effect of reducing the lifeline
nonlifeline differential. 

18. Sierr~ Pacific's propozed sp~ce-he~tins billing ch~nges 

are reasonable. 
19. Sierra Pacific's recommended changes to general service 

SChedules (A-2 and A-3) and the elimin~tion of the separate PA 

and TOU-3 schedule are reasonable. 
20. The staff's recommended rate design for the A-l schedule 

is reasonable. Sierra Pacific should restudy its proposed customer 
cha rges and transformer charges for this cl~ss. 

21. The staff's rate design for outdoor and streetlighting 
is reasonable, with ~ December 31, 1983 deadline for phaseout of 

~incandescent and mercury vapor lamps. 
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• 
22. No sp~ci~l rat~s for ski ~r~~s should b~ instit~ted, nor 

should th~ Schedule A-2 demand ratchet be modified or terminated. 
23. The remaining tariff changes reco~~ended by Sierra Paeific 

are reasona.ble. 
24. In its next general rate increase application, Sierra 

Pacific should present us with a study on whether it is desirable 
from a conservation standpoint and cost-effective to impose TOO rates 
on the A-2 rate classification. 
Conclusions of law 

1. Sierra Pacific should be authorized to file the revised 
electric rates whiCh are set forth in Appendix A, and which, On a 

combined basis of the base rate increase in A.59S94 of $3,289,000 
and the annual ECAC decrease in A.60~6U of $4,146,000, produee a net 

•

rate decrease of $~57,OOO. 
2. Sierra Pacific should be ordered to complete the studies on 

various subjects (Findings 11, 17, 20, and 24) in time to be presented 
in this utility'S next general rate increase application. 

3. Sierra Pacific should be ordered ~ augment its customer service programs 
(Findil"l9 1), to revise its acccunting prac-...ices for these pro;ra:ns (Finding 2), and 

to maintain a eogener"tion development pro;ra.-n on a minirm.rn baSis (Finding 3). 
4. No hearings are necessary for A.60860. 
5. In order that rates promptly reflect the operation of 

Valmy Unit One and the associat~d ECAC decrease, the order in this 

decision should be effective the date of si9nature. 
6. Further hearings may be necessary to address the test year 

effects of the Economic Recovery Tax Act, in this proceeding or in 

OIl 24 .. 
7. Sierra Pacific shou1c be authorized to file an advice 

letter demqnstrating the effectiveness of its tracking methods regarding 
the consu~er-oriented conservati~n ~r~raM~, ~nA r~~u~~ti~9 its test 

... year revenues to be inereased by S98,104. 
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• 
SECOND INTERIM ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Sierra Pacific Power Company (Sierra Pacific) shall file 

with this Commission the revised tariff schedules for electric 
service in its California service territory as set forth. in Appendix A. 

2. The revised tariff schedules shall conform to General 
Order 96-A and shall become effective on the date that Unit One of 
the Valmy coal-fired generating plant is co~~ercially operational. 
Sierra Pacific shall notify this Commission in writin9 of the date 
when the plant is placed on-line for co~~ercial use. 

3. In Sierra Pacific's next general rate increase application, 
the utility shall furnish for the record the studies on the various 
subjects mentioned in the findin9s and conclusions. 

4. All rates in this proceedin9 are established subject to 
~refund pendin9 further order on the subject of calculation of taxes 

for ratemaking purposes. 
S. Sierra Pacific shall use the normalization method of 

accountin9 specified in Internal Revenue Code Section l68{e) (3) (B), 

pending any further order in this proceeding. 
6. By advice letter, Sierra Pacific may make a supplemental 

showing on its methOds of tracking costs associated with consumer
oriented conservation programs, and may request in such advice letter 
that its test year revenues be increased by 598,104. 

~ 
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• 

7. On or before July 1, 1982, Sierra Pacific shall eevelop, 
in conjunction with the staff, appropriate records to track allocation 
and expenditure 0: funds allowed for consumer-oriented conservation 
programs. Conservation funds not expended shall be carried forward 
from year to year. 

8. This proceeding shall remain open in case addir-ional hearings 
,-

are necessary concerning the effect of the Economic Recovery Tax Act. 
This order is effective today. 
Datee November 13, 1981 , at San Francisco, California. 

I dissent. 
lsi RICHARD 0. GRAVELLE 

Commissioner 

! dissent. 
lsi LEONARD~. GRIV~S, JR. 

CommissiOner 

JOHN E. BRYSON 
President 

VICTOR CALVO 
PRISCILLA C. C~~ 

Commissioners 

• 
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AP'PL!CABILITf 

APPENDIX A 
PACE 1 OF 21 

SIERRA PACIFIC PMR CO't-rPA..."r{ 
AUTHORIZEn TARIFFS 

(Base Rates Inc1~de An~al Energy Rate 
of SO.OOl3I/Kwh) 

SCREnm..E NO. 1:>- 1 

DOMESTIC SERVICE 

!his schedule is applicable to all domestic poYer service to separately 
metered single family dwellings and individual living units of multi-unit 
complexes, where such units are metered by the Utility. 

'I'ERRITORY 

Entire California Service Area 

RATES 

Monthly billings shall eq~al the sum of the foll~ing charges: 

Customer Charge 
Per Meter Per Month 

Energy Charge - Per KWRR 
Lifeline Usage 
In Excess of Lifeline 
In Excess of 5,000 KWHR 

Late Charge 

Permanent Residents 
Non-Permanent Residents 

S .0320 
.0320 
.0320 

ECAC* 
$ .01935 

.05l42 

.0650 

$ l.6$ 
$ 2.30 

Effective 
$.0~135Jl<WH 

.08342/KWH 

.0970/lGTH 

1% on any amount 45 days in arrears from previous billings. 

Energy Resources S~reharge (Ener~ ~iBsion) 
Per KWHR $ .00020 

* Amounts billed under the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause, a8 described 
in the Preliminary Statement. 

MINIMUM CHARGE 

The minimum charge for service hereunder shall be the sw= of the above 
charges .. 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Service hereunder shall be single-phase service only • 

2. Service hereunder shall be 8~~Flied to electrie motors no larger 
than 10 horsepower. 

(Continued) 
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PAGE 2 OF 21 

SIERRA PACIFIC POWER OOMP~~ 
AUTHORIZED IARIFFS 

(Sase Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of $0.00131/Kwh) 

SCHEDt1l;£ No. D-1 

DOMESTIC SERVICE 
(Continued) 

3. Lifeline usage qua~titie. are 4~~licable only to separately 
metered, permane~t reside~tial eustomers_ Reereational or Vacation home 
eustomer shsll be billed under non-lifeline rates. Utility may require 
eustomers to complete and file with it an appropriate Deelaration of 
Eligibility for lifeline rates. Utility may also require proof of per
manent resideney, sueh as voter registration or property tax exemption. 
The penalty for presenting false information in this Declaration 'hall be 
a~y legal aetion which the Utility might elect to pursue. 

4. !he following quantities are to be billed at the rate for lifeline 
usage; 

tnd Use 

Permanent Residential Customers 

Basic: Use Only 
Basic: Use With Electrie 

Spac:e Heating - Summer 
Basie Use With Electric 

Space Reating - Winter 
Basic Use With Electric 

Water Reating 
Basic Use With Electric Water 

and Spaee Reating - Summer 
Basic Use With Electric Water 

and Space Reating - Winter 

Non-Permanent Residential Customers 

All 'End Uses 

Rate Code 

A-l. A-2 

A-3, A-4 

A-3, A-4 

A-S, A-6 

C-1, C-2 

C-l, C-2 

KWHR 
Per Month 

240 

240 

1,660 

490 

490 

1,910 

N-l. N-3, N-7, 
N-S, P-l 

o 

An additional 270 KWHR per month. during the winter months. is avail
able to paraplegic/quadraplegic customers and Multiple Sclerosis patients 
who qualify for the electrie s~ace heating lifeline quantities. A sup~le
mental allowance of 200 KWH ~r month will be provided to Multiple 
Sclerosis patients for air eonditioning during the six summer months of May 
through October 31_ Customer applications for these allowances must be 
accompanied by a doetor's certifieation. 

(Continued) 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COM?~~ 
Av~HORIZED IARIFFS 

(S4S~ Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/Kvh) 

SCHEOtiLE No. D-l 

DOM'ES1'IC SERVICE 
<Continued) 

SPECIAl CONDItIONS (Continued) 

Additional quantities are available to customers vho qualify for 
billing at the rate for lifeline usage, who require the use of a life sup
port devic~ (e.g •• kidney dialysis machine or iron lung). Upon cer
tification of need by customer, the Utility will estimate monthly KWHR 
usage for the life support device for inclusion in the total allowable 
lifeline uuge. 

5. Winter lifeline quantities will be used for six consecutive 
billing periods beginning on or after November 1. 

6. Space heating quantities shall be available only where a m~n~mum 
of 80% of available living area is heated by permanently installed eleetric 
space heating equipment. Partial quantities will not be offered • 

7. It is the responsibility of the customer to advise the utility 
within fift~en (15) days of any changes in the type of water heater and 
space heaters in the residence and of changes in residential status. 

8. Consumption for separately metered vater heating serviee shall be 
billed in combination with other demestic consumption under the rates set 
forth in this schedule, exeept that an additional customer eharge shall not 
be made. 

9. Service hereunder shall not be provided to multiple dwellings or 
multiple units of multi-unit complexes. which are served through a common 
meter, or for demestic vater pumping where vater is delivered to more than 
one living unit • 
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APPLlCABILI'I'Y 

APPENDIX A 
PACE 4 OF 21 

SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMP~~ 
AUTHORIZED TARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/X. .... h) 

SCHEDULE NO. DS-1 

Mtn.'rI-UNI'! DOMESTIC SERVICE - SUBMETERED 

This schedule is applicable to all domestic ~er service to ~ltiple 
living units on a single premises, where customer ~ed submeters are used 
to measure the consumption each unit. 

TERRITORY 

Entire California Service Area 

RATES 

Monthly billings shall equal the sum of the folloving Charges: 

Customer Charge 
Per Meter Per Month 

Energy Charge - Per KWRR 
Lifeline Usage 
In Excess of Lifeline 
In Excess of StOOO KWHR 

Late Char~e 

$ .. 0288 
.0320 
.. 0320 

$ 2.07 

ECAC'*' 
$ .. 01742 

.. 05142 

.0650 

Effective 
$ .04622/KWH 

.. 0834Z/KWR 

.0970/Y:WH 

l~ on any amount ,~ days in arrears from previOUS billin9s • 

Energy Resources Surcharge (Energy Commission) 
Per KWHR $ .00020 

* Amount. billed under the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause t as described 
in the Preliminary Statement .. 

MINIMT.1M CHARC'E 

The minimum charge for .ervice hereunder shall be the sum of the above 
charges .. 
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PAGE S OF 21 
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPAN'f 

AU1HORIZE~ TARIFFS 

(B4s~ Rates Include Annual Energy RAte 
of SO.00131/Xwh) 

SCHEDULE NO. DS-I 

M'O'l.'I'I-UNI'I' DOMESTIC SERVICE - SUBME'l"ERE~ 
( Co ntinuect) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Lifeline usage quant~tles are applicable only to permanently 
occupied residential units. Non-permanently occupied units shall be billed 
under non-lifeline rates. utility may reql,dre cla'Comer to complete and 
file with it an appropriate Declaration 0: Eligibility for lifeline rates. 
Utility may require proof of permanent residency such as voter registration 
or property tax exemption. The penalty for presenting false information in 
this Declaration shall be any legal action which the Utility might elect to 
pursue. 

2. The following quantities are to be billed at the rate for lifeline 
usage: 

End Use 

Permanently Occuped Units 

Bas ie Ose Only 
Basic Use With Electric 

. Space Heating - Su~r 
Basic Use ~ith Electric 

Space Heating - ~inter 
Basic Use With Electric 

Water Heatins 
Basic Use With Electric Water 

and Space Heating - Summer 
Basic Use ~ith Electric ~ater 

and Space Heating - ~inter 

Non-Permanently Occupied Units 

Rate Code --

K-l 

K-3 

K-3 

K-5 

K-7 

K-7 

Per Mot1th 
Per Unit 

240 

240 

1,660 

490 

490 

1.910 

0 

An additional 270 KWRR per month. during the winter months, is 
available for units occupied by paraplegics/quadraplegics and Multiple 
Sclerosis patients who qualify for the electric space heating lifeline 
quantities. A supplemental allowanee of 200 KWH per month will be provided 
for the six months May 1 through May 31 for each unit occupied by a 
Multiple Selerosis patient. Customer applications for this allovanee ~st 
be accompanied by a doctor's certification • 
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PACE 6 OF 21 
SIERRA PACIFIC PO~R OOXY~~ 

AU:HORIZED TAR!FFS 

(aase Rates Include Annual Energy RAte 
of SO.00131/Kyh) 

SCHEDULE NO. DS-1 

M" ... "L':!-T.1NI': DOMESTIC SERV!CE - StTBMtTERED 
(Continued) 

SPECIAL CO~~!TIONS (Continued) 

Additional quantities are available to customers Yho q~ali£y for 
billing at the rate for lifeline usage, vho require the use of 4 life sup
port device (e.g., kidney dialysis machine or iron lung). Upon cer
tification of need by customer, the utility Yill estimate monthly KWKR 
usage for the life support device for inclusion in the totsl slloYsble 
lifeline usage. 

3. ~inter lifeline quantities will be used for six consecutive 
billing periods beginning on or after November 1. 

4. Space heating quantities shall ~ available only ~ere a m~nlmum 
of 80: of svsilable living area is hested by ?ermanantly installed electric 
spa~e heating equipment. Partial quantities Yill not be offered • 

5. It is the responsibility of the customer to advise the Utility 
within fifteen (15) days of any changes in the type of water heater and 
space heaters in the residence and of changes in the level of occupancy by 
permanent residents. 

6. Consumption for separately metered yater hesting service shall be 
oilled in coohination ~:h other dooestic consumption under the rates set 
forth in this schedule, except that an additional customer charge shall not 
be m./lde • 
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APPENDIX A 
PACE 7 OF 21 

SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY 
AUTHORIZED TARIFFS 

(Base Rates Inel~de Ann~al Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/Kwh) 

SCHEDULE NO. DX-l 

MULTI-UNIT DOMESTIC SERVICE - NOT SUBMETERED 

This sched~le is applicable to 411 domestic power service to multiple 
living units on B si~sle premises, which are not subcetered by the 
customer. This sched~le is closed to new installations effective 
Febr~ary 4, 1978. 

TERRITORY 

Entire California Service Area 

RAttS 

Monthly billings shall equal the sum of the following charges: 

Customer Charge 
Per Meter Per Month 

Energx Charge - Per XWHR 
I.Heline Usage 
In Excess of Lifeline 
In Excess of 5.000 KWHR 

~te Charge 

Base 
$ .0320 

.0320 
.. 0329 

S 2.30 

ECAC* 
$.0193"5" 

.05142 

.0650 

Effective 
S .05357l<'W'H 

• o 8342/lC'..tR 
.0 970/r:wH 

l% on any amount ~5 days in arrears from previous billin9s. 

Energy Resources Surcharge (Energy Commission) 
Per KWHR $ .. 00020 

* Amounts billed under the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause, 45 deseribed 
in the Preliminary Statement. 

MINIMUM CHARGE 

The minim~m charge for service hereunder shall be the sum of the above 
charges • 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMP~\7 
AutHORIZED tARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
0: SO.0013l/Kvh) 

SCHEDULE NO. 'OM-l 

MULT!-UN!! DOXES!IC SERVICE - NOT SUBXETtRED 
(Continuer!) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Lifeline usage quant~t~es are applicao~e only to permanently 
occupied units. Non-permanently occupied units shall ~ billed under non
lifeline rates. Utility may require eustomer to complete and file vith it 
Dn appropriate Declaration of Eligioility for lifeline rates. Utility may 
require proof of permanent residency such as voter registration or property 
tax exemptio~. !he penalty for presenting false information in this 
Declaration shall ~ any legal action which the utility might elect to 
pursl,le. 

Z. !he following quantities are to Oe bi';.1ed at the rate for lifeline 
usage; 

End Use 

Permanentlv Occupied Units 

Basic Use Only 
Basic Use ~ith Electric 

Space Heating - Summer 
Basic Use With Electric 

Space Heating - Winter 
Basic Use ~ith Electric 

lolater Re4ting 
Basic Use ~ith Electric lolater 

anr! Space Reating - Summer 
Basic Use ~ith Electric ~ater 

and Space Heating - Winter 

Non-Permanentlv Occupied Units 

Rate Code 

G-1 

G-:3 

G-2 

G-5 

C-5 

C-7 

KWHR 
Per Month 
Per Unit 

190 

190 

1,040 

390 

390 

1,240 

0 

An additional 270 KWHR ~r month, during the vinter months, is 
available for units occupied by paraplegics/quadraplegics and Multiple 
Sclerosis patients who qualify for the electric space heating lifeline 
quant~t~es. A supplemental allovance of ZOO ~~ per month will be provided 
for the six ~onths Xsy 1 throl,lgh May 31 for each unit occupied by a 
Multiple Sclerosis patient. Custo~er applications for this allovanee must 
~e accompanied by a doctor's certification • 

(Continued) 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMP~~ 

AUTHORIZED tARIFFS 

(Base R4t~s !nclud~ Annual Ene~gy RACe 
of $O.00131/K~) 

SCHEDULE NO. D~·l 

MULTI-UN!T DOMEST!C SERVICE - NOT SUBXETERED 
(Continued) 

SFEC!AL COND!TIONS (Continued) 

Additional quantities a~e BV~ilDble to eustomers ~o qualify for 
billing at the ~ate for lifeline usage, ~Q require the use of a life sup
po~t device <e.g. J kidney dialysis machine or iron lung). Upon cer
tification of need by customer, the Utility ~ll estimate monthly KWHR 
usage for the life support device for inclusion in the total all~able 
lifeline usa.ge. 

3. Winter lifeline quantities ~ll ~ used for six consecutive 
billing. periods beginning on or afte~ November 1. 

4. Space heating quantities shall be 4Vailllble only 'toIhere a l:Iinimum 
of 80% of 4Vsilllble living ares is he~ted by pe~anantly installed electric 
space heating equi?m~nt. Fartial quantities Yill not be offered • 

5. It is the responsibility of the customer to advise the Utility 
within fifteen (15) days of any changes in the type of water heater and 
sp3ce heaters in the residence and 0: eh4ng~s in the lev~l of occupancy by 
permanent residents. 

6. Consumption for separately metered water h~Bting service shall be 
billed in com~in4tion with other domestic eonsue?:ion under the rates set 
forth in this scheeule J except that an additional customer charge shall not 
be made • 
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PAGE 10 OF 21 
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPA.\~ 

AUTHORIZED tARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/Kwh) 

SCHEDUl.E NO. A-I 

SMA1,.I.. GE~"'ER.AI. SERVICE 

!his schedule is applicable to all non-domestic service ~ere dem#nd 
has not exceeded fifty (50) kilovatt$ for any three months during the pre
ceding tvelve months and no other schedule is specifically applicable. 

TERRITORY 

Entire California Service Area 

RAttS 

Monthly billings shall equal the sum of the following charges: 

Customer Charge 
Per Meter Per Month $ 3.50 

ECAC* . 
$.04111 

Energy Char.2je 
All KWHR, per KW"Hr $.03424 

Late Charge 

Effective 
$.07535 

1% on any amount'S 4ays in arre~rs from previou~ ~illin9s. 

Energy Resources Surcharge (Energy Commission) 
Per K~R $ .00020 

* Amounts· billed under the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause, as described 
in the Preliminary Statement. 

MINIMUM CHARGE 

The minimum charge for service hereunder shall be the sum of the above 
charges. 

(Continued) 

... 
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY 
AUTHORIZED TARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/Kvh) 

SCHEDULE NO. A-l 

SXAl.L Ctt.'ERAL SERV! CE 
(Continued) 

1. Except for separately metered water heating, meter readings sball 
not be combined for billing hereunder. 

2. Consumption for separately metered water heating service shall De 
billed in combination with other consumption under the rates set forth in 
this schedule. except that an additional customer charge shall not be made. 

3. Service hereunder shall be supplied at one standard secondary 
voltage. 

4. utility may require a contract for service hereunder for a minimum 
term of not less than one year. 

5. Rate schedules shall be ~ssigned by utility annually, based on a 
review of demand history. Customers Whose estimated and/or ~tered monthly 
maximum demand has not exceeded fifty (50) kilomatts for any three months 
during the twelve month review period. will be billed under Schedule No. 
A-l for the subsequent twelve month periOd. Changes in customer 
operations, as brought to the attention of utility, shall be considered as 
basis for mid-year rate changes. Any change in rate. vhether resulting 
from annual review or change in customer operations, will be prospective 
only, except that Utility errors in reviewing demands annually shall De 
grounds for retroactive billing adjustment where such adjustment results in 
a refund or credit to the customer. See Rule Nos. 3 and 12, applicable to 
optional rates and changes in customer's equip~ent or operations • 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMP~~ 

AUTHORIZED TARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of $O.OOl31/Kwh) 

SCHEDU'LE NO. A-2 

MEDIUM GE}I.'"ER.AI. SERVICE 

!his schedule is applicable to all service where maximum demand is bet
ween fifty (50) kilowatts and five hundred (500) kilowatts for any three 
months during the preceding ~elve months and where another schedule is not 
specifically applicable. 

TERRITORY 

Entire California Service Area 

RATES 

Monthly billings shall equal the sum of the following charges: 

Customer Charge 
Per Meter Per Month 

Demand Charge 
First 50 kilowatts or less 
Additional kilowatts, per KW 

Energy Charge 
All KWR, per KWr 

Lat~ Charge 

Base 
$ .. 01280 

$25.00 

$270.00 
5.40 

ECAC* 
$.04111 

Effective 
$.05391 

l% on any amount 4S ~ays 1n arrears from previous billings. 

Power Factor Adjustm~nt 
Increase or decrease demand and energy charges by .15% for each 1% 
that the average power factor is more or less than 90% lagging, 
per Special Condition 4. 

Voltage and Transformer Adjustment 

694/11 

Where service is delivered either directly from a primary distri
bution or transmission system. the demand and energy eharges shall 
be decreased as follows: 

(Continued) 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPA... .... oy 
AUTHORIZED tARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/Kvh) 

SCHEDO'LE NO. A-2 

MEDIUM CENERAL SERVICE 
(Continued) 

RATES (Continued) 

a. ~ere service is metered 
a t or compensa ted to the 
delivery point 

b. Where customer owns and 
maintains all equipment 
required for transf~cm4tion 
from the delivery voltage 

c. Where both a) and b) exist 

d. Where neither a) nor b) exist 

Primary 
Distribution 

1.25% 

1.25% 

2.50% 

None 

Enersv Resources Surcharge (Enersv Commission) 
Per KWHR $ .00020 

Transmission 

3.75% 

3.75% 

5.00% 

2.50: 

* Amounts billed under the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause, as described 
in the Preliminary Statement. 

MINIMUM CHARGE 

The minimum ch4rge for service hereunder shall be the sum of the above 
charges but in no case less than the sum of the customer charge and the 
demand charge applicable to billing demand established pursuant to Special 
Condition No.3. 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Except for separately metered water heating, meter readings shall 
not be combined for billing hereunder. 

(Continued) 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPA.'OY 
AUTHORIZED tARIFFS 

(Sase Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/Kwh) 

SCHEDULE NO. A-2 

MEDIUM GEm:R.Al. SERVICE 
(Continued) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued) 

2. Determinat:l.on of Demand: the demand for any billing shall be 
defined as the maximum measured fifteen minute average kilowatt load in the 
billing period. In instances, however, ~ere the use of energy by a 
customer is intermittent or subject to violent fluctuations. a shorter time 
interval may be used and the demand determined from special measurements. 

At utility's option. a thermal type of demand meter which does not 
reset after a definite time interval may be used for demand measurements. 

3. Billing Demand: The billing demand hereunder for any billing 
period shall be ~he greater of the current periOd's ~asured demand; or 
fifty percent (50%) of the highest billing demand established by the 
customer during the preceding eleven (11) months; or fifty kilowatts (50 
leW) • 

4. Utility may. at its option, measure the average power factor of 
any customer load served hereunder. When such a measurement is made, the 
demand and energy charges shall be decreased or increased, respectively 
.15% for each one percent that the average power factor for the billing 
period is more or less than 90: lagging. 

5. Utility retains the right to change its line voltage at any time. 
after reasonable advance notice to any customer receiving a voltage and 
transformer adjustment. Such customer then has the option to change his 
system so as to receive service at the new line voltage or to accept ser
vice (without discount) through transformers to be supplied by Utility. 

6. Utility may require a contract for service hereund~r for a minimum 
term of not less th4n one year. 

7. Rate schedules shall be assigned by Utility annually. based on 4 

review of demand history. Customers Whose estimated and/or metered monthly 
demand is between SO and 500 kilowatts for any three months during the 
twelve month review period, and whose demand has not exceeded 500 ~w for 
any three months will be billed under Schedule No. A-2 for the subsequent 
twelve month period. Changes in customer operations. as brought to the 
attention of Utility, shall be considered AS basis for mid-year rate 
changes. Any change in rate, whether resulting from annual review or 
change in customer operations, will be prospective only. except that 
Utility errors in reviewing demands ann~ally shall be grounds for retroac
tive billing adjustment ~ere such adjustment results in 4 refund or credit 
to the customer. See Rule Nos. 3 and 12 applicable co ~tional rates and 
change in customers eq~ipment or operations. 
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PACE 15 OF 21 
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY 

AUTHORIZED tARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual En~rgy R4t~ 
of $0.00131/Kvh) 

SCHEDtn.E NO. A-3 

LAReE GtNER.AI.. SERVICE 

!his schedule is applicabl~ to all s~rvice vhere maximum demand exce~ds 
five hundred (500) kilowatts for any thre~ months du~ing the preceding 
tvelve months and where another schedule is no: specifically applicable. 

'l'ERRI'I'ORY 

Entire California Service Area 

RoA'l'tS 

Monthly billings shall equal the sum of the following charges: 

Customer Charge 
Per Meter Per Month $85.00 

Demand Charge 
All KW of on-peak billing demand, per K~ 
Plus all KW of mid-peak billing demand, pe~ ~~ 
Plus all KW of off-peak billing demand. per KW 
Plus all KW of Maximum Billing Demand. per KW 

54.00 
51.35 

N/C 
Sl.35 

Energv Charge 
All on-peak KW'H. j)er ~~R 
Plus all mid-~ak K~, ~r KWRR 
Plus all off-peak KWH, per KWHR 

Late Ch.lrqe 

Base 
S .0213l 

.01218 

.00131 

ECAC'''' 
$.041l1 

.04111 

.04111 

Effective 
$ .06242 

.05329 

.04242 

1% on any amount 45 days in arrears from previous ~illin9s. 

Powe~ Faetor Adjustment 
Increase or decrease demand and energy charges by .lS: for each 1% 
~h4t the average pover factor is more or less than 90% lagging, 
per Speeial Condition 4. 

Voltage and Transformer Adjustm~nt 

694/14 

Where serviee is delivered either directly from a primary distri
bution or transmission system, the demand and energy charges shall 
be decreased 4$ follows: 

(Continued) 
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'PACE 16 OF 21 
S!ERRA PACIfIC POWER COMP~~ 

AUTHORIZED TARIFFS 

(Base Rates Inelude Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.OOlSI/Kwh) 

RATES (Continued) 

SCHEDUl.E NO. A-3 

LARGE GE~~RAL SERVICE 
(Continued) 

Voltage and 1rans!oroer Adjustm~nt (Continued) 

Primary 
Distribution 

4. Where service is metered 
at or com~nsated eo the 
delivery point 

b. Where customer owns and 
maintains all equipment 
required for transformation 
from the delivery voltage 

c • Where both a) Bnd b) exist 

d. Where neither a) nor b) exist 

1.25% 

1.25% 

2.50~ 

None 

Energy Resources Surehar~e (Energv Commission) 
Per KWHR S .00020 

Transmissio-n 

3.75% 

5.00: 

2.50: 

* Amounts billed under the Energy C¢s: Adjustment Clause, as deseribed 
in the Preliminary Statement. 

M1NIM'UM CHARGe 

The minimum eharge for serviee hereunder shall be the sum of the above 
charges but in no ease less than the Bum of the customer charge and the 
demand charge aj)j.l'licable to billing demand established pursuant to S~cid 
Condition No.3. 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Except for separately metered vater heating, mecer readings shall 
not be combined for billing hereunder. 

2. Determination of DemBnd~ !he demand for Bny billing shall be 
defined as the maxim~ measured fifteen minute average kilovat: load in the 
billing period. In instances, hovever, Yhere the use of energy by 4 

eustomer is incermittent or subjeet to violent fluctuations, a shorter time 
interval may be usee! aud the demand determined from special messurell:lents • 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY 
AU'l'HOlUZED 'tARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of $O.OOI31/Xwh) 

SCHEDUlE NO. A-3 

LARGE GENERAl. SERVICE 
(Continued) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued) 

At Utility's option. a thermal type of dem&nd meter which does not 
reset after a definite time interval may be used for demand measurements. 

3. Billing Demand: The billing demand hereunder for any billing 
period shall ~e the greater of the current period's measured demand; or 
fifty percent (50%) of the highest billing demand establiShed by the 
customer during the preceding eleven (11) months; or five hundred kil~atts 
(SOO KW). 

4. Utility may, at its option, measure the sverage power factor of 
any customer load served hereunder. wnen such a measurement is made, the 
demand and energy charges shall be decreased or increased, respectively 
.15% for each one percent that the average power factor for the billiug 
period is more or less than 90% lagging • 

5. Utility retains 
after reasonable advance 
transformer adjustment. 
system so as to receive 
vice (without discount) 

the right to change its line voltage at any time, 
notice to any customer receiving a voltage and 
Such customer then has the option to change his 

service at the new line voltage or to accept ser
through transformers to be supplied by ~tility. 

6. ~tility may require a contract for service hereunder for a minimum 
term of not less than one year. 

7. Rate schedules shall be assigned by Utility annually. ;ased on a 
review of demand history. Customers whose estimated and/or metered monthly 
demand exceeds SOO kilowatts for any three months during the twelve month 
review period will be billed under Schedule No. A-3 for the subsequent 
twelve month period. Changes in customer operations, as brought to the 
attention of Utility, shall be considered as basis for mid-year rate 
ehanges. Any change in rate, whether .resulting from annual review or 
change in customer operations, will be prospective only. except that 
Utility errors in reviewing demands annually shall be grounds for retroac
tive billing adjustment where such adjustment results in a refund or credit 
to the customer. See Rule Nos. 3 and 12 applicable to optional rates and 
change in customers equipment or operations. 

( Continued) 
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PACE 18 OF 21 
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMP~~ 

AUTHORIZED tARIFFS 

(Sase Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/Kvh) 

SCHEDUl.E NO. A-3 

LARCE CENERAL SERVICE 
(Continue<1) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued) 

8. Daily ti~e periods will be based on Pacific St4n<1ard Time and are 
defined as follows: 

Winter Perio<1: 

Summer Period: 

On-Peak 
Mid-Peak 

Off-Peak 

On-Peak 
Mid-Peak 

Off-Peak 

5:00 P.M. ~o 9:00 P.M. daily 
7:00 A.M. ~o 5:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M. to 
11:00 P.M. daily 
All Other Hours 

10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. daily 
8:00 A.X. ~o 10:00 A.M. and 10:00 P.M. 
to 11:00 P.M. daily 
All Other Hours 

Winter shall consist of ~he billing periods for the six regularly sche
duled monthly billings beginning wi~h December 1978. Thereafter, regularly 
scheduled monthly billings shall include six (6) sumcer periods followed by 
six (~) winter billing periods • 
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SIERRA PACIFIC ?OWER COMPANY 
AUTHORIZED TARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual En~rgy Rate 
of SO.00131/KWh) 

SCHtOU1.E NO. l..S/0L 

STREET AND OUTDOOR L!CHtING 

This rate is applicable to all classes of customers for lighting 
outdoor areas, streets, alleys, roads and high~ays. 

'I'ERRITOR'f 

Entire California Service Area 

RATES 

Monthly billings shall equsl the suo of the following charges: 

Bssie Charges - Per Lamp Per Month 

The foll~ing charges are spplicable to all installations: 

~/ 
LamE Type/Nominal Rating Month Base -
Incandescent - Closed to n~ installations 

1400 Lumen 35 $5.40 
2500 Lumen 67 6.81 
3200 Lumen 8l 7.69 

Mercury Vapor - Closed to ne'lol ins t alla t ions 

7,000 Lumen 67 $4.66 
20,000 Lumen 160 9 .. 03 

High Pressure Sodium - All ne'\ot ins t41ls dons 

5,800 28 $5.78 
9,500 40 6.15 

16,000 58 6 .. 81 
22,000 77 7 .. 41 

(Continued) 
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ECAC"" Effective 

Sl.44 S 6.84 
2.75 9.56 
3.33 11.02 

$2.75 $ 7 .. 41 
6.58 1.5 .. 61 

$1.15 S 6.93 
1.64 7.79 
2.38 9.19 
3.17 10.58 
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SIERRA PACIFIC ?o~~R COMPA.'~ 
AU!HORIZED IARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/Kwh) 

RATES (Continued) 

SCHED~LE No. LS/OL 

STREET A.~ OUTDOOR L!GHTINC 
(Continue<i) 

Special Charoes - Per Month As In~1c~t~ 

In addition to the above basic charges the folloving special eharges 
arc applicable: 

New Wood Pole 
New Metal P¢le 
Underground Service 
Customer Owned Electrolier 

tate Charge 

$1.55 Per Pole 
4.70 Per Pole 
6.35 Per Lamp 
2.72 Credit Per Lacp 

1\ on any amount 45 cays in arrearz from previous billings. 

Enersv Resources Surcharge (Energv Commi.sion) 

S .. 00020 

W Amounts billed under the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause as described 
in the preliminary statement. Amounts shown are the product of ~~ 
per month times $.04111 per K~~R. 

SPECIAL CO~~!T!OSS 

1.. Service bereunder is for dusk-to-<i4wn buring hours of 
approximately four tbousand one bundred (4100) hours per year. 

2.. Utility shall not ;e required to make investment. in new 
installations in excess of the f¢llowing: 

(b) 
(4) New (c) 

Exis:i'llg 1tlOO<! New 
lamp Size Pole Pole Metal Pole -
5.800 Lumen $325 $400 S 625 
9,500 lumen 350 450 650 

22.000 lumen 400 SOO 1.015 

(Continued) 

694/19 
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY 
AUTHORIZED TARIFFS 

(Base Rates Include Annual Energy Rate 
of SO.00131/K..,h) 

SCHEDULE No. Ls/oL 

STREET AND OtmX>OR LICln'INC 
<COntinued) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued) 

Costs in excess of the above amounts shall be paid by the customer on a 
non-refundable basis. 

3. Relocation of existing lights Yill be done by the Utility upon 
Customer's request provided the Customer reimburses the utility for net 
expenses incurred. 

4. Utility, before December 31, 1983 shall replace all incandescent 
and mereury vapor lamps served hereunder vith high pressure sodium lamps 
of a lumen rating agreed to by the customer. Billing subsequent to the 
replacement shall be in accordance with the appropriate rate for the size 
and type of high pressure sodium lamp installed. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 

694/20 
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D.9377l 

RICHARD D. GRAVELLE. Commissioner 
LEONARD M. GRIMES, JR .. Commissioner 

We disscnt. 4 

The trc~tment of the issue dealing with ~ploycc 
discounts is :ot~lly un~cccpt~ble to us. The record in this 
proceeding fully supports the discontinuance of ratep~yers 
bearing this expense. We would si~ply put the utility on 
notice that while we do not imple~ent that disallow~nce ~t 
this time we will do so in the next gcner~l rate case thus 
providing the utility with a two year planning period to 
adjust as it sees fit to the proposed action . 

San Francisco, California 
Noveober 13. 1981 


